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Over 80 vendors!

Make Your Own Tie Dye! 
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WEIRD NEWS

A
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D

Dateline: Massachusetts
Organizers of the “Straight Pride Parade” that

is slated to be held next month in Boston

reported receiving suspicious envelopes in the

mail that turned out to be full of glitter.

According to CNN, Massachusetts state police

and the FBI are investigating the envelopes,

which were sent to at least three of the parade

organizers. The envelopes had no return

addresses or any other indication of where

they came from. The three organizers are part

of a group called Super Happy Fun America,

which recently applied for a permit from the

city of Boston to host a “Straight Pride Parade”

in August. The parade plan was initially

rejected, but organizers made a discrimination

complaint and city leaders reportedly

conceded. The event is now scheduled for

Aug. 31. A request to fly a “Straight Pride”

flag was denied by the city, however. Following

the arrival of the suspicious mail last week,

parade organizer Samson Racioppi called

police and told them he’d received a heavily

taped envelope and “heard stuff shaking

around inside.” A hazmat team was sent to the

scene. The group’s vice president, Mark

Sahady, received a similar envelope. He was

told by police that the envelope contained

glitter and a handwritten letter. The FBI is

continuing to investigate the incident but does

not believe the envelopes pose a danger to the

public. Organizers say they were targeted

because of the parade. Super Happy Fun

America President John Hugo said the parade

is “not anti-gay but pro-straight.” 

Dateline: Colorado
The City of Denver says it has a plan that will

solve the “goose poop” problem and feed the

homeless at the same time. The Denver Post

reports that goose populations in Colorado

have multiplied since the 1970s. An

estimated 5,000 geese live year-round in

Denver’s parks, and thousands more pass

through the city during migration periods.

According to city leaders, each goose can

produce a pound of feces a day, resulting in a

messy and offensive problem. Many methods

have been employed in attempts to combat

the issue, but none have been successful.

Some of the birds have reportedly moved out

of parks and into surrounding neighborhoods.

Recently, in a bid to counter the problem, city

officials and the USDA began supervising the

roundup and killing of hundreds of geese at

various parks. Authorities expect to to cull up

to 2,200 geese by the end of the summer. The

birds’ carcasses will then be cooked and served

to the city’s homeless population by an

anonymous meat processing plant. Resident

geese are being targeted rather than migratory

birds, and only a small number of juveniles

are being left in each area. While the method

of killing the geese has not been made public,

the United States Department of Agriculture

told Denverite that the unnamed processing

plant is following American Veterinary

Medical Association guidelines.

Dateline: United Kingdom
A British woman spent 17 hours in jail for

“controlling behavior” after she told her

husband to do more chores. Daily Mail reports

that Valerie Sanders, from Catterick, North

Yorkshire, was arrested last year when her

husband Michael told job center staff that his

home life was making him depressed during a

routine welfare check. A staff member

reported the case to police, and Valerie was

arrested at her home the next day on charges

of “controlling and coercive behavior.” The

law against this behavior is typically used to

protect victims of domestic abuse who are

unable to escape controlling partners.

According to reports, Valerie was accused of

ordering her husband, an amateur

bodybuilder, to spend less time at the gym and

more time cleaning up around the house. “I

told him to get a shower after the gym,” she

told reporters. “I told him to clean the house.

We had two dogs—it needed cleaning all the

time. He used to spend four hours cleaning

his car—of course I complained.” Last week

the case went to Teesside Crown Court,

where prosecutors offered no evidence against

Mrs. Sanders. The court imposed a two-year

restraining order on Valerie. She told

reporters she was happy about the decision

and wants nothing to do with Michael.

Dateline: Iowa
An animal rehab center has received dozens

of used bras after making an appeal on social

media. According to KCRG in Iowa, the

Wildthunder Wildlife & Animal

Rehabilitation & Sanctuary in Independence

put a call out last month on its Facebook

page, asking for donations of used bra clasps

to help injured turtles. The clasps are adhered

to a broken shell on either side of a fracture

and wire is weaved through the eyelets,

creating a stitch that helps to stabilize the

area so it can heal. Wildlife rescuers say it’s

the best method known for doing the job.

Wildthunder’s Facebook post received

hundreds of thousands of shares, and

donations of used bras began to pour in from

all over the country. Employees told reporters

that they’ve been receiving boxes filled with

undergarments daily. There is reportedly only

one injured turtle currently located at the

shelter, and Wildthunder has been reaching

out to other facilities to see if they could use

the surplus. It plans to keep some of the

fasteners for future use. a
Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news to

josh@alibi.com.
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Public Safety Tax Spending Questioned

A recent audit of Albuquerque’s public safety tax
has raised concerns about appropriate spending
practices.

According to KRQE, the city’s Office of Internal
Audit released a report near the end of June that
examined how the city government has spent the
so-called quarter-cent tax. The tax has been in
effect since 2004 and is meant to fund law
enforcement efforts. In 2008, the Public Safety
Tax Advisory Board was created by the City
Council to oversee how the tax money was spent,
but auditors found that the board was never
staffed. It was also discovered that in budget years
2017 and 2018, under the watch of Mayor
Richard Berry, about $3 million to $4 million from
funds earmarked to go to Albuquerque’s family and
community services department for “crime
prevention and intervention” did not go to those
projects. The report also criticized the use of the
term “crime prevention and intervention,” calling it
a “broad, undefined term.”

Mayor Tim Keller’s office reportedly said the
city will be creating the tax advisory board
within a year.

Mixed Results on Scooter Report

The first monthly report on Albuquerque’s new
electric scooters was submitted last week, and
city leaders say that they are confident about
the program—despite the fact that some of the
vehicles have gone missing.

According to KOAT, Planning Director
Brennon Williams said the city is “cautiously
optimistic that the numbers that we have been
presented from the company speaks well of their
30 days here in Albuquerque.” Each month,
scooter company Zagster is required to submit
reports on scooter usage to the city. This was
the first of those reports. According to the
report, more than 20,000 scooter trips were
taken in Albuquerque, and the average trip was
32 minutes long.

However, 156 maintenance tickets were
submitted over the month, and police are
investigating 17 missing scooters. It is believed
the scooters—which were outfitted with GPS
trackers—were stolen or vandalized.

Child Care Proposal Postponed

The New Mexico Children, Youth and Families
Department has postponed a hearing on a
proposal to further limit income requirements for
child care assistance.

Last month, CYFD proposed a change to
income requirements that would only allow
families at or below 160 percent of the federal
poverty level to receive state assistance with
child care and preschool costs. The agency
claimed it wanted to make the change because it
didn’t receive enough legislative funding during
the last session.

The Associated Press reports that CYFD is
obligated to hold public hearings before making
  requirement changes as the result of a class
action lawsuit against the agency. A hearing for
the proposal was scheduled this week in Santa
Fe, but officials announced that it would be
postponed. A new date has not been announced.

Current rules require families to be at 200
percent or less of the federal poverty level to
qualify for the program. a

NEWS CITY BY JOSHUA LEE NEWS | COMMENTARY

UNM Must Improve Its Record
University plagued by poor priorities and privilege

faculty provided better access to resources and
advancement opportunities to already
economically and socially privileged European-
American students rather than to
underrepresented people of color.

One painting professor wondered out loud in
class (where I was the only Mexican-American
kid) what I was doing in art school. Another
painting instructor entirely dismissed my work
because it incorporated the graffiti and spray
paint I grew up using to express myself.

In my senior year, I watched as a wealthy lad
from back East received an important scholarship
while I starved. My advisor in the College of Fine
Arts was generally hostile to me when I
complained about that and suggested I work
harder to make ends meet. I graduated with a
3.89 GPA and am still actively engaged in this
city’s arts community. The scholarship winner,
meanwhile, manages his father’s lucrative
business back East and has not been a part of the
art world here for at least 30 years.

After graduating from the University, I
worked on the staff of the College of Fine Arts.
Though I met a handful of kindred spirits, I also
encountered persistent and sometimes
righteously expressed racism among the faculty
and administration.

The fellow who’d held my position
previously, a Mexicano with resident status, had
been persistent in making similar claims to the
college and when I was hired, some sort of
settlement agreement was in effect and he had
been tranferred to another department in the
CFA. Nonetheless, I was often treated as if I was
merely an novice (rather than a skilled
technician) by a group of university-allied
individuals who clearly and demonstrably felt
they were of a better class than me.

One time, after I had successfully pitched
agents of the 14th Dalai Lama to have His
Holiness spend time relaxing in a CFA facility
before his Centennial Speakers gig at Popejoy

Hall, my supervisor, a department chair, called
me into his office and asked me point blank and
in an angry eastern New Mexican drawl, “Why
should we let some ‘Dolly’ Lama use our precious
facilities?”

And that’s not all. UNM is the only place in
the world where I have had to face hostile job
interviews. On three occassions, between 1994
and 2011—in meetings supervised by faculty
administrators who had obviously determined
pre-interview, despite my qualifications and
experience, that I was “not worthy” of their
attention—I was subjected to uncomfortable,
disrespectful encounters.

In one case, an about-to-retire administrative
assistant disputed my essential work on a
departmental database—with prosecutorial vigor
during my finalist interview—though I had
plenty of anecdotal and physical evidence to
suggest otherwise. Not being believed is a
hallmark of institutional racism and white
privilege that I and other Latinx community
members have been subjected to in our dealings
with the very institution that educated us and
helped to form our world view.

All of that really happened. Though progress
has been made, LULAC is right to call for an
investigation, given the changing nature of
UNM culture. We are certain that the hiring of a
new African American VP at UNM will do
much to ameliorate the institution’s egregious
history. After decades of struggle, nearly half of
UNM’s undergraduate population is Hispanic,
but only about 20 percent of graduate students
identify as such. Similarly, only slightly more
than a quarter of UNM faculty are Latinxs.We
are certain that those in charge, including
professor Asmerom, must take the issues raised
by LULAC seriously in their latest entreaty to
UNM—not because Latinxs want special
treatment, but because we deserve equal
treatment.

Woof woof. a

BY AUGUST MARCH

A
recent op-ed in the local daily uses a laserlike
focus to call the university out for a
continuing lack of diversity among the

people who inhabit its hallowed halls.
Although professor Yemane Asmerom

concludes that “the risk is that real
transformational diversity that goes beyond
historically marginal offices and personalities will
be neglected per usual,” his conflation of
LULAC’s call for an investigation into
discriminatory hiring practices at the University
with a demand for patronage and a salute to
provincialism is off the mark and out of step with
our community.

Asmerom’s argument is based on the issues
surrounding the hiring of Assata Zerai to an
executive position at UNM, a situation that
LULAC questioned due to the fact that in-state
Latinx candidates were not hired. Weekly Alibi is
grateful that the hire reflects forward movement
at the University, but reckon that the institution
cannot continue to make progress at the expense
of Albuquerque’s Latinx community.

As a local Latinx man with a degree from the
University of New Mexico, I do indeed agree
with Asmerom’s belief that we should “celebrate
the appointment of a talented African American
VP, even while continuing to push UNM toward
greater diversity.” But I am troubled that the
professor does not even acknowledge (or seem to
have any historical knowledge of) the battle that
local Latinxs have faced over the past 40 years as
they sought equality and fair treatment at UNM.

Of course this very problematic position
appears to LULAC as yet another instance when
local Latinx talent was brushed aside in the
pursuit of greater causes. How could it be
otherwise when local Latinxs are willing to go on
the record about the institutional racism, hostile
hiring practices and white privilege they
tragically, continuously encountered as
undergraduates, staff members and later as job
seekers at UNM in the 1980s, 1990s and beyond?

For those without the benefit of historical
recollection on their side, such protestations may
indeed seem a distraction from the business at
hand. Asmerom writes that “provincial issues”
have led to UNM’s decline, to the long line of
academics, students and community members
fleeing the flagship. But the truth is that UNM
cannot rebuilt itself, financially or otherwise,
without the inclusion and cooperation of a local
Hispanic community that has been marginalized
and ostracized for decades.

A quick look back at my own experiences at
the University reveals this tendency toward
institutional racism, white privilege and hostility
toward the local Hispanic community, a serious
problem that I ignored as a youth because I was
idealistic and couldn’t quite understand how a
place of higher learning could be bent so badly,
so broadly and so apparently permanently.

As an undergraduate in the Department of
Art and Art History, I watched year after year as

On campus at the University of New Mexico UNM
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Beating Swords into Ploughshares
Councilor Davis sponsors gun buy-back

hotline at Crime Stoppers. We also increased our
investment in some youth violence prevention
programs in the International District. The
community I represent recommended another
gun buy-back program too. So I set money
aside—$30,000 from last year for that.

Where did that 30 large come from? Was it

allocated to be specifically used in your

district? 

Yeah, actually. That’s a great question. It’s part of
a bond, actually. Councilor-directed dollars that I
have for projects in District 6. We’re using bond
dollars because the guns that we buy are going to
be provided to artists to create some kind of art
about gun violence.

So you literally are beating our swords into

ploughshares, que no?

Yeah, sort of. There is an artist in New Mexico
who has the project and does just that, but I’m
hip to that idea, absolutely.

You said that federal and state law prevent

the City of Albuquerque from enacting our

own gun laws. Some citizens may not be

clear about that. Could you please explain?

On the federal side, for years, Congress has just
stood in the way of us passing local background
check laws. They won’t let the CDC use federal
dollars to study gun violence as a public health
issue. That means that the state and the city
cannot use federal dollars to deal with gun
violence as a public health issue. In the state,
back in the ’90s, the NRA helped to pass a
statewide constitutional amendment that said
that only the State Legislature can enact gun
laws. That’s the reason you see laws passed in
cities like Albuquerque and Santa Fe—that call
for background checks, banning guns at open
meetings or limiting the size of magazines for
example—being overturned by the New Mexico
Supreme Court.

BY AUGUST MARCH

T
wo significant reports on crime in the city—
one done at year’s end and the most recent
just three months ago—demonstrate that the

progressive efforts of Mayor Tim Keller and the
Albuquerque City Council have paid off.

At a press conference held at the very end of
March, Mayor Keller met with citizens to tell a
story of success. The report was historic,
according to the administration, because it
documented the first continuous decrease in
metro area criminality in about a decade.

Property crime—residential burglary and auto
theft—has decreased, by 32 percent and 28
percent, respectively. Additionally, incidents of
violent crime have also seen decreases over a one
year period, according to Keller’s report.

Clearly the policies advocated for and
instituted by Albuquerque’s progressive local
governance system are working. Yet gun violence
continues to be problematic in a city whose
affinity for gun ownership and use is matched by
a nation continuously in debate about the
possession and use of firearms in a rapidly
changing world.

Here in Burque, the end of March saw 131
nonfatal shootings. That compares to 114 such
cases at the same time last year. Aggravated
assault crimes only dropped by 4 percent. And
while robbery and homicide figures also showed
substantive decreases, its clear that violence,
especially gun violence, continues haunt the best
efforts of our elected officials and the lives of
ordinary citizens.

Keller and APD Chief Michael Geier told
those gathered that they’ve been working on
plans to address this issue. This week, an
important aspect of those plans was announced.

City Councilor Pat Davis—the District 6
Councilor that shares Keller’s civic vision—
announced a gun buy-back scheduled to happen
this Saturday, July 13, from 10am until 2pm

at the Cesar Chavez Community Center

(7505 Kathyrn Ave. SE).
This city-changing event involves a

partnership between Davis, Keller, BernCo DA
Raul Torrez, APD and Crime Stoppers. Funds for
the buy-back—to the tune of $30,000—comes
from local bonds.

On Tuesday morning before press time,
Weekly Alibi caught up with Pat Davis. We asked
the City Councilor to explain the upcoming
event, and why preventing gun violence is key to
Albuquerque’s healthy growth.

Weekly Alibi: Tell everyone about the gun

buy-back program you are sponsoring this

coming weekend.

Pat Davis: Last year I convened a group of
community folk to start looking at answers to
gun violence, things that we could do [as a city]
despite the federal and state laws that don’t let us
pass our own gun control ordinances. We did a
couple of things. One of those was a gun tip

Why are gun buy-backs definitive ways to

reduce gun violence by reducing access,

actually permanently removing firearms

from further use?

It’s voluntary. It doesn’t take any new laws. So
until we get the opportunity to pass laws that we
need to hold people accountable for guns, the
least we can do is to provide an incentive for
people to give up guns they don’t want. If you
really get into the data, there was a story a year or
so ago in the local daily that reported that about
1000 guns were stolen from cars in the city of
Albuquerque in one year.

Wow. That’s a lot of firepower.

And criminals know that. They look for
situations where theft of guns is the outcome.
Remember Allan Weh, the [New Mexico]
Republican Party Chair that ran for [US] Senate
a couple of times? Remember he had three guns
stolen from his vehicle?

I hear you. I believe auto burglary is one of

the main ways criminals get access to guns

in Burque. Then the guns just proliferate,

spreading around the criminal underground.

People leave their guns in the car because

vehicles are an extension of the home.

These folks can’t carry in public, so the

weapon is always at home or in the car.

Yeah. When I was the chair of Crime Stoppers,
maybe five years ago now, we did the very first
gun buy-back in Albuquerque. Over two
weekends—one with APD and the other with
the BernCo Sheriff’s Department in the South
Valley—we took over 500 guns in that people
donated. We ran out of gift cards and people kept
bringing in guns. A lot of the citizens turning in
guns were seniors who are now caring for
grandchildren for the summer or after school.
They didn’t want those kids to find the guns. Or
they didn’t feel comfortable anymore, possessing
a firearm. But they didn’t want to sell the
weapon to a gun store that would put it back out
in circulation.

They just wanted an end to the gun, basically.

They also might be worried about someone
burglarizing their home and stealing a gun. So this
is good option for citizens. I’ll tell you, anecdotally,
about half of the people that surrendered a gun at
the last buy-back five years ago didn’t even want a
gift card. They just didn’t want the gun in their
house; they wanted a safe way to get rid of it for
good.

So what does Joe or Jane Citizen have to do

to engage the process?

It’s super simple. Just show up on Saturday, July 13
at 10am at the Cesar Chavez Community Center.
No questions asked.

Will participants be asked for an ID?

No ID needed. No fingerprints taken. Nothing
like that.

I assume the gun has to be unloaded and

disabled?

The weapons to be donated must be unloaded. An
APD officer will check to make sure it’s secure and
unloaded, then each participant will turn the
weapon over to one of our Crime Stoppers
volunteers. You don’t even have to turn it in to a
police officer. That’s to ensure that the police
don’t have a way to track the weapon. At the end
of the day, Crime Stoppers is going to donate all
the weapons to the gun violence art project. It’s
pretty simple. Each participant is then eligible for
a gift card—$75 for handguns and pistols and
$100 for long guns, rifles and semiautomatic
assault rifles—until the money runs out. They’re
either Visa or Walmart gift cards.

I get it. Do you think this event is going to

bring out citizens who want an end to gun

violence?

I think we’re going to see more people who are
aware of gun violence. A lot more people are
worried about that and about auto and home
burglaries aimed at gun theft. We also want to be
sure that people in the International District know
about this event, so we are sending volunteers—
student athletes from Highland High School—
door to door with 500 flyers, to engage and
communicate with the community about this
issue directly.

That’s a fab technique for civic governance!

Yeah, we want young people involved and if you
have a gun and you’d rather have $100—then you
don’t have to worry about being arrested or getting
shot. This is chance for a youth to make money,
help the city and become productive. This event
should be about families in the International
District that have been dealing with gun violence
on a personal level, too. We’re providing them a
safe way to dispose of a gun.

You all have already been successful

lowering the property crime rate, including

auto burglary, an issue related to guns that

we discussed earlier. Will the gun buy-back

further reduce crime in the city?

Absolutely.a

MAYA HOLT VIA NEW MEXICO NEWS PORT



Another major difference that I’ve found goes
along with that. People are not really here to
look at art. A lot of people aren’t experienced
with art. We have a Robert Reynolds piece
here. He uses really thick oils that have a lot
of texture and one day, I found a young
gentleman just picking at it. 

I guess security is an issue.
It is, absolutely, but at the same time, it allows
us to educate. That is the big part, specifically
with the lowriders. I heard so many different
reasons for pushback [to creating the lowrider
exhibit]. Gang culture and just misconceptions
about what it is. I think education is a really
key point we can use this space for. Since it is
high traffic and high volume, it is an
opportunity to teach about who we are, how
we do things, how art is made and how our
community is.

What’s next?
We are working on a projection mapping
installation. We are working on engaging
galleries around the state to have some
representation here. And we are working on a
few things that are just at the beginning of the
works that we can’t get into. That is another
difference [from traditional gallery spaces]
because there are so many things to check off a
list, we don’t operate as quickly as a gallery
can.

Galleries are notorious for operating
quickly.
We just have to make sure that everybody is
on board.a
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BY CLARKE CONDÉ

BY CLARKE CONDÉ

M
ax Baptiste is the first curator that

Albuquerque’s airport (affectionately

known as the Albuquerque International

Sunport) has had on staff in 13 years. Since

beginning the job in October of last year,

Baptiste has taken a contemporary approach

(rarely seen in smaller airports) to exhibiting

art to an audience of five million annual

travelers in a state with a population of just

over two million. He is passionately

committed to broadening the scope of what

people think of as New Mexican art, and to

that end, he has brought lowriders into the

airport. 
It is a bold first step, and one that’s not

without its detractors, but Baptiste believes
that it is an opportunity to educate the
traveling public about who we really are as
New Mexicans. The result has been
overwhelmingly positive, as evidenced by bag-
wielding travelers pausing and puzzling over
the exhibit of cars, motorcycles, bikes, toys
and photographs that are familiar and exotic
at the same time.

Weekly Alibi sat down with curator Max
Baptiste to find out more about the lowrider
exhibit, the challenges of showing art at the
airport and what we can expect in the future.
The following is an edited version of that
interview.

Weekly Alibi: Why have art at the airport?
Max Baptiste: Lots of reasons. This is one of
the most visited buildings in New Mexico, so
it is a great place for people who have never
been here to engage with who we are as a
culture. It’s a great place to showcase local
artists. And at the end of the day, it drives
revenue. If people feel like they are in a spot
where they have something to enjoy, they
stick around, as opposed to just walking
straight through.

I’ve seen people coming off flights late at
night who walk up to the photographs and
visibly relax. Did you intend for the exhibit
to welcome New Mexicans home?
Absolutely. Pride in place is a big part of what
I do. When we think of New Mexico art, it’s a
very narrow [focus on] Santa Fe, Taos; to me
there is so much depth in the art community
here in New Mexico that hasn’t really had
good representation. I want to explore more.
We have Native American art. Hispanic art.
Contemporary street art. Graffiti. I think we
have a really broad spectrum, yet the art
community hasn’t quite caught on to what
that means. 

Why lowriders?
I grew up in Taos and my dad lived in Santa
Fe. Every other weekend, my dad would pick

me up and we would go to Santa Fe. That
would usually be on Friday nights and we
would drive through Espanola. That was
crusing in the mid-to-late ’90s. I was just
floored by not only the amazing art of the
lowrider, but the family and the community
around it. It would bring families out. It would
bring every type of person out to engage with
each other. I’ve always loved not just the
vehicles themselves, but the culture around it.
I love that they give opportunity to people.
Growing up in a poor neighborhood, not a lot
of people have a lot of opportunity where at a
young age building a bicycle not only gives you
the opportunity to be creative, but it also gives
you the opportunity to participate. I think
both of those things are really important. 

These exhibits will rotate? 
At the end of August or the beginning of
September, it will rotate. 

What are some of the challenges of
showing work at the airport versus a
traditional gallery space?
There are quite a few, actually. The big one is
security. We are a federal building, so security
is number one always. Galleries don’t have 5
million people coming through them a year
that aren’t there specifically to look at art.

ARTS | INTERVIEW

No Holds Bard
The Complete Works of William Shakespeare
(Abridged) is all of Shakespeare’s plays
condensed into a two-hour comedic escapade
performed by three actors and an audience
primed to play along. Opening this Friday, July
12 at the Vortex Theatre (2900 Carlisle Blvd.
NE), this Ryan Jason-Cook directed play
promises to be a quick, light-hearted take on a
vast amount of material. Expect to be involved.
Tickets are $24 and the curtain is at 7:30pm. For
more information and tickets for this all-ages
event, see vortexabq.org.

Rhymes With 505
The 505 Poetry Slam Scrimmage is on deck,
with three local slam squads seeking the crown.
Will it be Mindwell Poetry, Burque Revolt or the
youngsters of the ABQ Unidos Youth Team that
find their voices soaring to incredible heights of
slam poetry excellence in The Duke City at El
Chante: Casa de Cultura (804 Park Ave. SW) on
Friday, July 12 at 7pm? You are definitely not
going to want to miss this epic showdown, but
you may want to find out more information about
this free, all-ages event by taking a look at
burquerevoltpoetryslam.wordpress.com.

Put Down Your Phone
Unexpected indeed are the 34 examples of
alternative, non-digital photography that
comprise the exhibit Unexpected Narratives:
Explorations Between Photography and
Printmaking, opening Friday, July 12 from 5pm
to 8pm at Remarque/New Grounds Print
Workshop and Gallery (3812 Central Ave. SE).
Touting “15 different techniques featured in the
exhibition,” this exhibit offers an opportunity to
look beyond your phone at the rich variety of
photographic print processes still in use today by
photographers around the world. For more
information on this free, all-ages event, see
remarqueprintshop.com.

You Won’t Need A Boat of Any Size

Dispel your ignorance with a visit to Shark and
Ray Awareness Day at the ABQ BioPark
Aquarium (2601 Central Ave. NW) on Sunday,
July 13 from 10am to 2pm. Learn about these
cold-eyed fish and spend some time with the
aquarium’s black tip, sand tiger, sandbar, nurse
and zebra sharks. Be sure to ask the
ichthyologists on hand questions like: Do sharks
cure cancer, should I punch a shark in the nose
and why is New Mexico not the state with the
fewest shark attacks? All the shark fun you can
shake a fin at is included with ABQ BioPark
admission. For more information on this all-ages
event, see abqbiopark.com. a

Lowriders at the Sunport
An Interview with Curator Max Baptiste

Lowriders and Hot Rods:
Car Culture of Northern

New Mexico
Albuquerque International Sunport Great Hall

On display through December 2019

A 1966 Impala on display as part of the lowrider exhibit at the Albuquerque International Sunport
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ARTS | MAGNIFIED

BY CLARKE CONDÉ

I
f there is a hexagram for our country’s

current conditions, Denise Weaver Ross’

interpretation of the I Ching’s Hexagram 6

could be the one. In the I Ching, Hexagram 6

is a sign that deepening ideological differences

and stubborn quarrels are exasperated by a

refusal to back down by both sides, each

believing they are correct fundamentally. This

is the definition of conflict within our modern

American sociopolitical system and the image

of conflict with Hexagram 6: Sung (Creative

Tension). 
To understand Ross’ Hexagram 6, you need

to understand a bit about the hexagram from
the I Ching or Classic of Changes that serves as
a basis for the image. Representing two
trigrams of three lines apiece, we see Heaven
represented above and the abysmal, or watery
depths, below. In the hexagram, Heaven and
water go in opposite directions creating
arguments, strife, contention and conflict.
Classically, it is a cautionary indication that
following through with your approach to the
conflict, even if you are in the right, will
ultimately lead to ruin because of the damage
the act of the conflict itself will bring. The I
Ching’s prescription is to take corrective action
to resolve your conflicts and meet your
opponent halfway, never an easy thing to do.
To go further, it is a reminder that being
stubborn is not the same as being virtuous. 

As part of an ambitious project to interpret
all 64 hexagrams of the I Ching, Ross places
two dragons intertwined within the lines of
Hexagram 6. Each suffers, though she has
rendered each dragon with equal care. “I don’t
want to take sides,” she told me. Having
completed the series once, Ross is now in the
process of painting them all again. She says
that maybe she will continue repainting them
for the rest of her life, making changes as she
sees fit. It is a practice in some respects and
one that has captured the concentration of
some of the great philosophers of antiquity. 

Ross’s interpretation of this hexagram is
exemplary, demonstrating the frenetic quality
of conflict without the use of obnoxious colors.
The painting doesn’t draw you in, but requires
you step back to see the entire picture. While
there are no good or bad hexagrams in the I
Ching, many suggest stepping back to clarify
the purpose of your actions. Stepping back for
a better view of art, politics and/or your own
personal choices is always good advice,
regardless of where it comes from. In this case,
Hexagram 6: Sung (Creative Tension) is an
excellent reminder to do just that.  a

Seeing the Conflict
Denise Weaver Ross’s Hexagram 6: 

Sung (Creative Tension)

Denise Weaver Ross’s Hexagram 6: Sung (Creative Tension)

Hexagram #6: Sung
(Creative Tension)

by Denise Weaver Ross

Ghostwolf Gallery

2043 South Plaza St. NW

11am to 6pm daily

Free
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BY DAN PENNINGTON

A
lbuquerque is one of my favorite places for

a ton of reasons. Beyond just the

extraordinary selection of food, we have

the ability to conceal some truly hidden gems

in the places you’d least expect. The trick to

eating in this city is to know about these

hidden places and how to root them out.

Usually you hear about somewhere amazing

through word of mouth, or a friend of a friend

who knows a guy. But sometimes, a menu gets

dropped on your desk for a taco place inside

the indoor karting track with instructions that

you have to go if you truly love food. This is

the magic of Dia De Los TaKos (5110 Copper

Ave. NE).
I want to preface this by saying that my

initial reaction to hearing about a hidden
gem inside a go-kart track wasn’t shock. This
is Albuquerque. Of course we’d have a killer
place somewhere as secreted away as that. But
the real trick is whether or not they live up to
the title. So with no trepidation in my heart,
I went in to find out if the hype was worth
my time. Located inside the Albuquerque
Indoor Karting building, it’s a small space
attached to the inside of the lobby, paired
with an immense menu for a kitchen that
looks so small.

The aesthetic is excellent all on its own.
Featuring a design that looks like it was ripped
straight out of a mechanic’s wet dream, the
furniture is made from engines and gears,
which are complemented by the persistent
humming and grinding of karts racing around
the track. The theme is so on point here that
you could wake up with no knowledge of how
you got there and immediately realize where
you are. 

What struck me most about their menu was
the insane variety of things found on it. Not
only did it feature a pretty long list of different
tacos (a dozen to be exact), but they also serve
salads, burritos, burgers and a green chile BBQ
brisket mac and cheese. On top of all that,
there appear to be influences from other
cultures that mesh well with our local flavor
and brings top-notch treats to their restaurant. 

Take for example the Saigon Scooter (one
for $3, two for $5 or $8 for three and a drink),
a taco that appears to break all the rules of
what a taco should be. Featuring a Vietnamese
sticky crispy chicken, pickled daikon and
carrot, mint, cilantro, peanuts and jalapeno.
The layout of ingredients alone intrigued me
enough to try it, but the first bite sold me.
There’s a surprise heat to this that I’ve really
never seen anywhere else. Immediately it was

seasoning that accentuated its strengths, and
the green chile was perfectly roasted, adding
the heat and flavor profile needed to up the
ante of this dish to something worth noting.

Finally, I had the Nom Mi burger ($6),
which has hoisin-glazed beef brisket, pickled
daikon and carrot, mint, cilantro, jalapeno,
lettuce and mayo. This was a mess on a bun
that overtakes your senses from the very first
bite. There are so many pieces working
together to create an orchestra in your mouth,
Vivaldi’s “Four Seasons” dashing across your
senses. There’s always options for good
Vietnamese food in this city, but I never
expected to find that option in a taco shop
inside a go-kart track. I hadn’t even realized I
had finished it by the time I was done, because
so much was happening in my mind as I ate it,
that time seemed to stop. 

Along with the food, they have a number
of local beers on tap to accompany the meal,
as well as the standard drinks fare, so you’ll
never leave thirsty. It’s honestly surprising how
much is packed into such a small space and in
such a bizarre location. 

If ever you felt like there was a lack of
weirdness in our food scene, as if the
experimentation and intrigue that pushed us to
inventive combinations was gone, fear not. Dia
De Los TaKos is holding the torch high for all
to see that creativity and boldness aren’t gone.
In fact, at the rate they’re going, expect them to
be taking a few well-deserved victory laps. a

Take Another Piece of My Kart
Dia De Los TaKos hides joy in plain sight

like a match hit my gasoline-covered tongue
and swarmed all the way back with warmth,
but as soon as it appears, it’s gone, replaced by
sweetness. Not a sugary sweetness but a cool
and relaxing sweetness that just left me
stumped. It took all my willpower not to finish
this taco in two bites, because I wanted to
savor the moment that it left me in, but it also
tasted so good I couldn’t wait to OD on that
magic feeling. 

Conversely, they had the Monte Carlo,
which had tender pork al pastor with
guacamole and grilled pineapple, onion and
cilantro. This was sweet in a more traditional
way. The pork was juicy and paired well with
the pineapple, I felt a dreamlike state take me
over as its creamy and rich textures filled my
mouth. If anyone fights the pork and pineapple
combo, make sure they at least try one bite of
this to illustrate the error of their ways. 

There’s never been a time when I don’t
want mac and cheese, and their version was no
exception. For $9, you get a massive serving of
that cheesy gooey goodness, loaded up with
green chile and a healthy serving of BBQ
brisket on top. There’s not much to say beyond
that it’s wonderful. The cheese combination
was fantastic, the brisket tender and full of

There Has To Be A Name For This
Spoiler alert: The US Women’s National Team did
it again, beating the rest of the world at soccer.
Now that we’ve got New Mexico United here and
everyone and their mother is a fan of soccer, the
time to celebrate is now! We here at Weekly Alibi
are declaring a weeklong celebration of this
victory! You can’t take a whole week off to
celebrate? Really? Ok fine, how about an hour a
day? Perfect! Sixty minutes of celebration and
joy. I feel like there’s another phrase for that. If
only someone had a concept for a solid hour of
happiness made for relaxing, particularly in
restaurants and bars. What a wonderful world
that would be. Maybe someday someone will
come up with a cool concept like that, but until
then, here are our top three places to get a
discount, between 4 and 6 pm unless otherwise
stated.

A Season To Celebrate
Season’s Rotisserie & Grill (2031 Mountain Rd.
NW) runs a tight ship. With a recent renovation in
place, they’re ripe and ready for a new wave of
customers to come through. Featuring specials
Monday through Friday from 4 to 6:30pm and
again from 9 to 10pm, they manage to find a little
bit of something for everyone. With appetizers
floating around the $6 to $9 range, a pitcher of
sangria for $19 (yes, one whole entire pitcher)
and a hibiscus margarita for $5.50, you can truly
dig in on fine dining without busting the bank.
From shrimp and pork ribs to bruschetta and
cauliflower bites, the gambit of available snacks is
as diverse as you could ask for.

Distill My Heart
Safehouse Distilling Co. (616 Gold Ave. SW) is a
relatively new addition to the neighborhood, but
that doesn’t mean they aren’t killing it. Monday
through Friday from 4 to 6pm, you can get $2 off
any of their cocktails. Some featured drinks
include Dillinger’s Pride, named after the prideful
John Dillinger and featuring Teller Vodka, lemon
and honey with a candied ginger garnish. If that
doesn’t strike your fancy, what about the Ghosted
Cassidy, named after the vanishing Butch Cassidy
and made with Teller Vodka, mint vanilla simple
syrup, white chocolate and half-and-half. They all
sound perfect for celebrating with if you ask me.

Hey Little Sister Who’s the One
You Want? 
Sister Bar (407 Central Ave. NW) has long been
the go-to club Downtown for all your celebratory
needs. With amazing food, a mind-boggling drink
selection, arcade games and pinball galore plus
live music, you have a formula for success. Even
better, 7 days a week from 5 to 6pm their entire
selection of fries and tots are 50 percent off,
meaning you can dig in for cheap. With such a
huge selection, you don’t have much of a choice
but to get in and try it. a

WEEKLY SPECIALS

BY DAN PENNINGTON

The Saigon Scooter is an unbelievable surprise that you cannot afford to miss out on. CLARKE CONDÉ
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5110 Copper Ave. NE
550-8540

diadelostakos.com
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BY SAMANTHA ANNE CARRILLO

I
t’s summer in Burque and myriad patios
await your presence. Snap the kids out
of their bought air-and-video game

trance for an outing that culminates in
the joyful consumption of healthful and
delicious paletas—no, really!—or invite
some colleagues and comrades out to
smash the swanky local rooftop bar scene
with you. If you’re looking for a more
pastoral vibe, get your farm-to-table on
in Albuquerque’s resplendent North
Valley. Here are a handful of our favorite
patios in The Duke City. Don’t neglect
to slather on some sunscreen and install
a rideshare app (such as Uber, Lyft or
zTrip) on your smartphone ... in case you
over-hydrate. a

Get Out There
KELLY’S BREW PUB
3222 Central Ave SE, 262-2739 • $

[Bar and Grill/Pub, American, Brewery] Besides
its late-night menu and 20-odd house-brewed beers,
Kelly’s has an enormous, dog-friendly patio that
somehow manages to be packed to the elbows, lively
and laidback at the same time. Snag a spot by the
rails for some of the best people-watching in Nob
Hill. The food is decidedly geared toward the bar
crowd (the kitchen stays open until 11pm, but the
food isn’t the strength here), with shades of cow,
ostrich, turkey, buffalo or veggie on the burger menu.
Get one with a side of sweet potato fries.

MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION
3201 Central Ave NE, 255-2424 • $$

[American, Bar and Grill/Pub] If you don’t like it
loud, it’s best to avoid this place on the weekends.
But stop in for a late lunch or weeknight burger and a
beer, and you’ll have a whole different experience.
The beef here is grass-fed, New Mexico-grown, and
steroid- and antibiotic-free, and Monte Vista’s cooks
deserve praise for what they do with it. The freshly
ground burgers are big and juicy, the chile cheese
fries hit the spot, and the beef skewers are tender
and one of the best deals on cow in town.

NORTH VALLEY

CASA DE BENAVIDEZ
8032 Fourth Street NW, 897-7493 • $$$

[New Mexican] Casa de Benavidez is located in the
far North Valley, but if you’re looking for one of the
most beautiful patios in town and a good breakfast
burrito or just someplace to sit and have some chips,
queso and a mind-erasing Bloody Mary, this place is
well worth both the drive and your time.

FARM & TABLE
8917 Fourth Street NW, 503-7124 • $$$

[Organic/Locally Grown, American, Fine Dining,
Fusion] Farm & Table’s North Valley setting is
gorgeous, inside and out. (The spacious courtyard
overlooks 10 acres of farm field.) The local, organic
ingredients are meticulously sourced, and the food is
reasonably priced for the level of quality you get.
Several salad options and vegetarian entrées make
this a perfect place to graze. For brunch, try the
carne adovada with eggs. Don’t forget a refreshing
dessert of house-made ice cream or a sorbet trio.

OLD TOWN

LEVEL 5
2000 Bellamah Ave NW, 318-3998 • $$$$

[American, New Mexican, Bar, Fine Dining] If
you want to impress someone from out of town, take
them to Level 5. This rooftop restaurant and bar atop
Hotel Chaco boasts panoramic views of the Sandias
and a cocktail menu for folks who expect stellar
mixed drinks. Want to know what venison carpaccio
tastes like? Or a $48 steak? Make a reservation at
Level 5.

VINAIGRETTE
1828 Central Ave SW, 842-5507 • $$$

[Organic/Locally Grown, Fusion,
Vegetarian/Health Foods] A restaurant focused
on salads may be a hard sell for meat-happy
Burqueños, but make no mistake: Vinaigrette does
salad right. From gourmet options that feature duck
and arugula to more delicate fare with pomegranate
seeds and shoestring yams, Vinaigrette presents
world-class salads you may not have known existed.
And much of their menu is locally grown at their
fields in Nambé, too. a

DOWNTOWN

IBIZA AT HOTEL ANDALUZ

125 Second Street NW, 242-9090 • $$$
[American, Mexican, Seafood, Spanish] This

rooftop bar offers a menu of small plates and

specialty cocktails to relax with after a long day at

work. The food here is fine, but the house-created

cocktails—such as the the spicy and refreshing

cucumber-jalapeño margarita—make a visit to Ibiza

well worth the trip. 

POP FIZZ

1701 Fourth Street SW, 508-1082 • $
[Ice Cream/Smoothies/Gelato/Fro-Yo, Mexican]
Pop Fizz’ Mexican-style paletas are made with real

fruit and organic cane sugar for a frozen treat

experience you can’t find in a box at the store. You

won’t find high fructose corn syrup here, but you will

discover Grandma Alvarez’ horchata and limeade

recipes, as well as exotic paleta creations like

guanabana, mimosa and, our favorite, avocado.

SISTER

407 Central Ave NW, 242-4900 • $
[Bar, Bar and Grill/Pub, Mexican, New Mexican]
The cavernous, ground-floor counterpart to Anodyne,

Sister is a space that’s tailor-made for happenings.

This is a perfect spot to enjoy a dip into the vast

draft beer selection with comrades after work or

boogie to a multitude of live bands that occupy its

stage nearly every night. Foodies must try the kimchi

fries and the divine brisket tacos. 

NOB HILL

GECKO’S BAR & TAPAS

3500 Central Ave SE, 262-1848 • $
[Bar and Grill/Pub, American, Fusion] Gecko’s

killer patio sits on a Nob Hill corner that’s simply

perfect for people-watching. Set directly between La

Montañita Co-op and Scalo, you’re sure to bump into

folks you know as you sip a cocktail and enjoy tidbits

from the affordably priced tapas menu. On Mondays,

the wings are 50 cents each, and on Wednesdays

after 6pm, you can get a cheeseburger for $5.50.

Watch some sports, eat a burger and enjoy a

seasonal ale.
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Patio Gaga
Enjoy your summertime patios

Time is running out! We’re almost halfway
through July and the nights aren’t getting any
longer. Here’s a list of the best ways to enjoy a
summertime patio.

• Drinking In Fading Sunlight

The joy of a sunset is the sheer beauty of it,
washing over the land, a wave of prismatic color
unlike anything you’ve ever seen. What better
way to complement that feeling than with the
unbridled joy of a cold drink in your hand? The
soft loving hug that alcohol brings to your body
and mind adds a mellow sense of joy to the scene
as a whole. With the proliferation of outdoor
drinking areas available to you, you shouldn’t
have a problem finding a space to enjoy the
sunset with a cosmopolitan in hand, living your
best Gatsby life. 

• Surrounded By Friends

What is the joy of life if it’s lived alone? The true
gifts and treasures we have are the friendships we
make along the way, if children’s movies of the
’80s are to be believed. So we hunt down the best
folks to share in our life dreams and goals,
creating an environment where we feel fulfilled,
offering pieces of ourselves to others to help them
reach their own goals and feelings of happiness.
So pull together a group of your best besties and
steal six tables to make an insanely long and
uncomfortable mega-table. You can enjoy a
conversation with someone seven seats down by
yelling at the top of your lungs, because moving is
so inconvenient. 

• Smoke a Big Ol’ Cigar

Did you know that Cubans have a longer average
life expectancy than Americans? While gun
crime statistics here certainly help bring our
numbers down, the truth is, Cubans have found
that stress-free living and relaxation is good for
the body and soul. Included in this is the
philosophy of having a cigar to destress. If you
avoid chain-smoking them, the occasional cigar
has been shown to help reduce stress levels
dramatically, according to a study I conducted
during my last emotional breakdown. If it’s a
smoker-friendly patio, and you’re not having
Swisher Sweets (you’re not 19 anymore, get a
Romeo y Julieta), snip off the end of one of those
bad boys and let yourself take an hour-long smoke
break. Live like the ’70s Disney villain you’ve
always dreamed of being.  a

BY DAN PENNINGTON

S
ome exceptional days aside, there’s not much
better than eating outside on a summer
evening in Albuquerque. The gentle warm air

blowing by, the rainbow cascade of a sunset filling
the sky, drink in hand while celebrating the
beauty of life with a friend and a good meal. For
many restaurants, outdoor dining isn’t as simple as
just having a big patio you can throw everyone
out on to enjoy. Some establishments have had to
get creative, using the sidewalk as a way for
people to utilize that space and get that Vitamin
D in. Last month, with the passing of the IDO
(Integrated Development Ordinance)–which
included the requirement that all outdoor seating
had to have some form of a barrier between it and
the sidewalk–that dream looked like it was going
to fade. 

Thankfully, Mayor Keller stepped up to the
plate, offering a reprieve to many who felt this
wouldn’t be a viable change they could make in
time for summer. “We’re working to make some
changes to the IDO as it was written under the
previous administration and until that happens,
we’re delaying the enforcement of this
requirement,” stated Mayor Keller. “It’s an
unnecessary obstacle for local businesses that offer
great outdoor seating. We’re siding with
businesses and folks who want to enjoy this kind
of atmosphere in Albuquerque.” 

This means we have freedom to enjoy our
outdoor dining without the need for fences and
such to keep us split from common folk traversing
the concrete paths outlining our streets. For now,
the only thing keeping us from them is hope and
illusory walls in our minds, allowing us to feel
superior in our seated forms versus their walking
ones, if only on an internal level. 

This is a huge win for local restaurants who
can’t afford a full patio build-out, or don’t have
the space necessary to make that happen.
Allowing them the opportunity to offer outdoor
seating is something that gives people a reason to
visit and enjoy our city’s food, while also letting
them get the best of New Mexican nights. 

So what does this mean for you? It means we
have to keep this ball rolling. We have to get out
there and enjoy our burg’s patios as best we can.
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BY DAN PENNINGTON

W
hat is a craft cocktail? In the modern era, we’ve learned to treasure specialty drinks for certain
qualities. The freshness and quality of the ingredients. The skill and preparation that goes
into crafting them. The unique alcohols and flavors found and combined to create something

out of this world. 
The rise of the craft cocktail scene comes after decades of alcohol companies putting in the

least amount of effort possible for mixed drinks, powered by a movement supporting simplicity,
giving us the rum and coke, the vodka tonic and the whiskey ginger. These two-step drinks
were an effort to cover up the taste of the alcohol in favor of a sweet additive to mask the low-
quality burn persistent in cheap booze. 

Finally, bartenders had had enough. As one, they rose up and shouted “Creativity is mine
this day! I want to express my artistic visions!” and so came the resurgence of elegant drinks.
No longer were they tossing soda into a well whiskey, but looking at what made an Old
Fashioned so iconic, and replicating that methodology with new flavors and experiences. A
decade ago, if you had told me that milk would be a favorite secret addition to alcoholic drinks,
I’d have called you crazy. Yet now, clarifying is on the rise, giving a rich smoothness to drinks
while being nearly undetectable in a drink. 

These special techniques, these little winks to tradition brought into the modern era, have
given rise to the craft cocktail scene in a way many wouldn’t have expected. Whereas most
people used to be happy with whatever was in the well, they now strive for smooth, clean flavor
profiles, bringing out the unique tastes of top shelf alcohols while also allowing even the most
unfamiliar of drinkers to get into the spirit without too much harshness on the tongue. 

We here at Weekly Alibi want to honor this comeback in the best way possible. We are
bringing you Craft Cocktail Week as a way to not just highlight these advancements in the
betterment of drinking, but as a way to encourage you to get involved. We want you to visit
these bars and break free of the shackles of underwhelming drinks. If this means you’ve got to
plan a date night, then so be it. Make the effort to be a part of the best you can get in this city. 

Below, we’ve compiled six locations that offer truly exceptional drinks. Drinks made with
precision. Drinks made with care and concern. Drinks made with the best ingredients on the
market. These aren’t the $2 drink-of-the-months you’ll find at big chains. These are drinks
made to sip and enjoy, leaving your jaw open after every swallow. 

So, dearest reader, rise up! Now is the time to get yourself locked in with truly enjoyable
drinking on a level you’ve never considered. I personally have gone out and tried each of these
drinks to ensure that nothing short of the best has made it to this list. Don’t believe me? Go out
there yourself and prove me wrong. Find a drink here that doesn’t entice your taste buds and
lead you to a glorious discovery of flavor and experience. We promise you that each one of the
drinks below offers something unique and interesting that you’ve probably never tried before. 

So what are you waiting for? Dig in, find something bold and brave and become the skilled,
seasoned drinker you’ve always wanted to be. You too can be the talk of the next gathering with
your knowledge of drinks and locations. Impress your dates, shock your friends and floor your
family. “Whiskey and coke? Bah! I’m beyond that now.” You’ll revel in the joy that you find in
these expertly crafted cocktails, or we’ll refund you the cost of this paper. Promise! 

Cocktail Week continues on page 15 

Founders Bar

Midsummer Sandia Cocktail 

622 Central Ave. NW

The secret of Founders Bar is out, if you read
our review back in March. But if you didn’t, the
short of it is this: It’s a mixology haven in the
style of a speakeasy and underneath El Rey
Liquors. This drink is made with clarified and
herbed milk, yellow watermelon, Wheeler’s gin,
Lillet and house-made lavender bitters, topped
with a Luxardo cherry. Though it may look
simple on the outside, the flavor profile of this
drink is unlike anything you’ve ever tried
before. The gin taste is a subtle note behind the smoothness of the clarified milk, with the citrus
notes of the Lillet adding a refreshing pop to the drink. Beyond that, the yellow watermelon brings
the taste of watermelon to the drink without the sweetness, but with more flavor and a touch more

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY

Craft Cocktail Week
Burque Bars Shake Up Cocktail Scene

Drinks available July 10-17 
at the following venues
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Cocktail Week continued from page 13

earthiness. The lavender bitters give extra oomph to its aromatic qualities, leaving you with a drink
that is made for summertime chilling. It’s still surprising to hear that there’s a milk base in a drink
that is almost perfectly transparent, yet Founder’s has upped the ante and surprised us again. Going
into this, we knew Founder’s was pulling out all the stops to surpass the work they do normally, and
this is beyond our wildest expectations. There are so many layers to this drink, with subtle hints and
notes throughout the entire first taste. If for no other reason, you have to try the yellow watermelon.
I’ve never seen anything like it, and I found myself struggling not to eat the other half of it just out of
base desire. Final word of advice: You absolutely need to eat that cherry on top. Trust me. It’s not
what you expect. 

Nob Hill Bar & Grill
Pepino Diablo

3128 Central Ave. SE

The Pepino Diablo is a dangerous name for

a dangerous drink. Featuring Don Julio Blanco

tequila, St. Germain liqueur, a puree of

cucumber, basil and jalapeno, simple syrup,

fresh lime and a Chimayo chile rim, the

balance of the drink is masterful. With the

cool of the cucumber mixed with the heat of

the jalapeno and Chimayo chile salt, you have

a drink that surprises with warmth and cooling

all at once. Its bright green color is a signal to

all watching you that you are a bold individual

who isn’t afraid of risks. With a relaxing finish,

this is an extraordinary drink worth trying at

least once. What stood out most about this drink is the unique flavor profile that works across your

mouth at every stage. The initial bite of heat from the salt and jalapeno at the start of the sip, the

cold and relaxed flavor of the cucumber helping bring that fiery bite down, and then the tequila

pop at the end with a little floral sweetness from the St. Germain to finish the whole drink off. It

felt like a drink made with the experience of it in mind. This isn’t just about combining good

flavors, but about taking you on a taste-based journey through multiple stages of interest and

intrigue. Pair that with the amazingly laid back and fun environment present at Nob Hill Bar &

Grill (check out their Geeks Who Drink trivia Mondays at 7:30pm) and you have a combination

worth taking the night off for. Plus, we see so few craft cocktails that feature tequila that it’s even

more reason to seek it out. The Pepino Diablo is exactly the kind of intriguing change in the

paradigm of drink-making thinking that we’re looking for and should definitely be one you’re on

the lookout for. 

Brixens
Veruca Salt 

400 Central Ave. SW

Brixens brought the color with their Veruca

Salt, a beautiful, aromatic concoction that

delights the senses. Featuring Miles Gin, Licor

43, fresh rosemary, lemon and a seasoned salted

rim with a blueberry infusion, this one is sure

to cause some swelling (with excitement). The

salt harmonizes immediately with the floral

punchiness of the Licor 43 and rosemary, with

the blueberry being subtle enough to let the

gin carry its own, yet none of the pieces fight

against each other. The magic of Licor 43 is

the special 43 ingredients that compose it,

giving it an expansive profile that allows for small notes to pop up and be enhanced by the other

ingredients. The sweetness of the berries is brought out by the vanilla taste and other fruity notes.

The dark toffee harmonizes with the rosemary, creating an elegant sensation. The Miles Gin is a

clean gin, not overburdened with taste, but with enough of that gin bite you look for in a high-end

gin. Additionally, from a presentation standpoint, this drink is certifiably Instagram-worthy,

standing tall and proud with a decorative style all its own. The seasoned salt was the cherry on top,

helping add some of the robustness of flavor back. It especially brings back that blueberry, which is

just sublime overall. With Brixens being a Downtown food haven already, this drink is the perfect

match to go with most anything on their menu. Just be warned: This drink is really good. This one

was hard to share with a coworker, because once I started, I struggled to put it back down. 

Bar Uno
Pan Galactic Gargle Blaster 

108 Second Street SW

Yes, this is that Pan Galactic Gargle

Blaster. Grab your towel and head down to

Bar Uno, where this Douglas Adams-inspired

brainchild is just waiting to take you off-

planet. Featuring Pernod absinthe, Absolut

Citron, simple syrup, fresh lemon juice and a

lemon peel twist, the magic power of citrus

helps complement the floral nature of the

absinthe, helping the tongue feel a sense of

satisfaction that dances dangerously on the

edge of overwhelming the olfactory. Nestled

wonderfully inside a wide glass, the sense of elegance isn’t lost on this literary classic. Just know

that if you end up seeing the little green fairy, it may be time to pay the tab and say so long, while

thanking them for all the fish. 

Garduño’s
Blood Orange Margarita

800 Rio Grande Blvd. NE

The Blood Orange Margarita from

Garduño’s at Hotel Albuquerque in Old Town

is everything a margarita should be. It’s made

with Herradura Double Barrel Reposado

Heritage Select, blood orange liqueur, fresh-

squeezed lime juice, agave nectar, orange juice

and premium house-made sweet and sour and

garnished with an orange wheel and a sugar

rim. This sweet mastery of flavors is the

perfect summer companion. Garduño’s has

been a staple of New Mexican culture for as

long as I can remember, and it’s worth noting that they can’t have been around that long without

doing something right. In this case, making a masterful cocktail is the big puzzle piece. There are

few things better than a good margarita, and so often, we only see okay-ish margaritas. Rest

assured that when you sit down and this is placed in front of you, you’re getting an amazing

margarita. With the well-sweetened rim, gorgeous decorative garnish, tequila with enough bite to

shoot your eyes wide open and all the other ingredients working in tandem, you have a drink

that’s made for luxuriating the afternoon away. You don’t need to stay in the hotel to get your

drink on, so make the effort to get down there and engage with this masterwork of a margarita. 

Steel Bender Brewyard
The Earl of Los Ranchos 

8305 Second Street NW

I’ll be honest. When we initially talked
about doing Craft Cocktail Week, we had a lot
of beer-mosa style drinks come up. In my mind,
none seemed a right fit for what we were doing,
so I shut down all beer-centric drinks. Then
Steel Bender Brewyard showed up and
presented The Earl of Los Ranchos. Based on
the name alone, I could tell this was no half-
assed attempt. The work of trained sommelier
Jesus Rodriguez, this drink works over and above
most other beer focused drinks for one reason:
The notes of the beer match perfectly with the additions, creating an entirely new drink. Featuring
their own Village Wit beer, the addition of a lavender and Earl Grey simple syrup helps bring out
unique notes such as the coriander, citrus peel and fresh hops. Using local lavender to give it extra
local love, this is a sweet but cool concoction that helps melt the stress off you. The lemon wedge
garnish helps bring down some of the sweetness, allowing the drink a mellow smoothness that gently
washes across your palate. A trip to Steel Bender to try this cocktail is worth it, if for fascination alone.
There’s a reason we didn’t put beer drinks on here, and there’s a reason Steel Bender made it past that
requirement. This is a special beer-made cocktail that can stand among giants. Don’t take my word for
it, go find out for yourself. Maybe hard liquor isn’t your style, and you’re looking for something to
compete with the elegant flavor profiles featured above. This is a drink that manages to go all 12
rounds without slowing down, and for that alone, it deserves your attention.  a

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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EVENT HORIZON JULY 11-17

IT’S A ZOO OUT THERE

Your children already act like wild animals.
Why not put their feral nature to good use
at the weeklong Junior Zoo Keeper Day
Camp, where 9 to 12-year-old kids get
to experience New Mexico’s native
wildlife and plants up close and personal.
From 9am to noon on Monday, July 15
through Friday, July 19, real zookeepers
give kids hands-on lessons about the
biology and care of animals at Wildlife
West Nature Park. Snacks and drink are
provided. Each five-day camp session costs
$30 for Edgewood and Santa Fe County
residents and $70 for everyone else. WILDLIFE

WEST 87 N FRONTAGE, 9AM TO NOON alibi.com/v/6hf1.

(Joshua Lee) a

FRIED DAY

Too much carbon monoxide will kill you. In conjunction
with such a gaseous ingestion, too much Bone Thugz-
N-Harmony may result in a one-way ticket straight to
one of the seven heavens. Don’t risk the literal, folks,
when the symbolic will do. Case in point: Bizzy Bone,
late of the legendary Cleveland rap collective mentioned
above, brings his Carbon Monoxide tour to Launchpad
on Friday, July 12 at 7pm; this gig is a total gas. Known
for notoriously numinous hip-hop flava, Bryon Anthony
McCane II (as he is known in real life) spins tales of
life, suffering and redemption in a soft, intense high
register that brings tension and release to his rapid-fire
flow. Check out his game-changing, crazy, cryptic 2004
release Alpha and Omega or its raw, experimentally
minded follow-up Speaking in Tongues to get a taste
of what awaits at super-powered, weekend-summiting
all-ages rhythm and dance party where tickets range
from $20 to $95. LAUNCHPAD 618 CENTRAL AVE SW, 7PM

alibi.com/v/6lr6. (August March) a

PLENTY OF
LAVENDER AND

GARLIC

Locally grown lavender and garlic fill
the Village Barn at the Los Ranchos
Growers’ Market’s Lavender and
Garlic Celebration on Saturday, July
13 from 7am to 2pm and Sunday, July
14 from 10am to 2pm. What can you
expect at this free, all-ages event?
More lavender, garlic, jewelry, pottery,
art, honey, soap, herbs and jellies than
you could ever figure out what to do
with. For more information see
losranchosnm.gov. LOS RANCHOS VILLAGE

HALL 6718 RIO GRANDE BLVD NW, 7AM TO 2PM

alibi.com/v/6ll1. (Clarke Condé) a

LIVE BRIE OR DIE 

Spurred on by food shortages, Persians
stormed the Bastille in 1789 as they
began dismantling the infrastructure of
royal tyranny that was keeping the
population down. At the celebration of
Bastille Day on Sunday, July 14 at
Gruet Winery, you will not be oppressed
or starved, but rather expect to be fed
fresh baguettes, crème brûlée, cheese
and Gruet wines from 1 to 4pm, a vast
improvement in conditions sure to
please Royalists and Jacobins alike. For
more information and to purchase $30
tickets to this 21-plus event, see
gruetwinery.com. GRUET WINERY 8400 PAN

AMERICAN FWY NE, 1 TO 4PM alibi.com/v/6mpj.

(Clarke Condé) a

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

MONDAY JULY 15

EASE ON DOWN THE ROAD

Sadie Adair and the bevy of beauties who make up
local belly dance troupe The Desert Darlings are
back to take you into a magical realm known as Oz,
in their third full-length production, Wizard of Oz: A
Theatrical Belly Dance Adventure. All the way from
Washington, D.C., Ebony Qualls joins the gals,
starring as the Wizard themselves. These ladies aim
to bring to the masses not just Middle Eastern
dance, but something fresh, intriguing and clever
to their all-ages audience with this show. South
Broadway Cultural Center’s John Lewis Theatre
proudly hosts the gals for another year on Friday,
July 12 and Saturday, July 13, with both shows
beginning at 7pm. Adult tickets run $25, seniors
and students get in for $20 and children 12 and
under are only $15. SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL

CENTER 1025 BROADWAY BLVD SE, 7 TO 9PM alibi.com/v/6jjp.

(Mayo Lua de Frenchie) a

IMAGE COURTESY OF THE ARTIST 

SATURDAY JULY 13

THOSE SPECTACULAR
MARIACHIS

Mariachi Spectacular is such a part of local and regional culture
in these parts that we are certain that telling you about it year after
year will still elicit a reader response that speaks to the popularity
and enchanting nature of this annual gathering of musicians
and artists from all over the southwest United States and northern
Mexico. This year’s festival—which includes a plethora of music and
folklorico workshops at Albuquerque Convention Center as well as
nightly presentations and concerts at Kiva Auditorium and on Civic
Plaza—culminates with a spectacular concert at Sandia Casino
Amphitheater on Saturday, July 13 at 7pm. Tickets for this all-ages
multinational celebration of color, sound and tradition range from
$50 to $80; the event itself features mariachi and folklorico
notables such as Mariachi Juvenil Tecalitlan, Mariachi
Nuevo Mujer 2000 and Ballet Folklorico Paso del Norte.
Que chido; vamos a bailar! SANDIA RESORT & CASINO 30 RAINBOW

RD NE, 7PM alibi.com/v/6mqe. (August March) a

FRIDAY JULY 12

SUNDAY JULY 14   

IMAGE COURTESY OF THE ARTIST IMAGE BY BIDEWELL PHOTOGRAPHY

IMAGE BY CLARKE CONDÉ

IMAGE BY CLARKE CONDÉ
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KIDS
LOMAS-TRAMWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY Teen Escape Room. Find the
clues and solve the puzzles, in a limited amount of time. For ages
13 to 17. Registration required. 908 Eastridge Dr NE. 3-4pm.
291-6295. alibi.com/v/6ldy.

LEARN
RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Mouths and Hands,
Oh My: Tools For Better Sex. Understand your partner’s arousal and
how their body works, learn a few new hand and mouth techniques
to try later, how to talk with your partner about what feels good and
how they enjoy touch. 400 Gold Ave SW. $10. 7:30pm. 21+.
265-5815. alibi.com/v/6lj8.

UNM CONTINUING EDUCATION BUILDING Search Engine
Optimization for Entrepreneurs with Conor Cunneen. Learn to get
more speaking gigs that can help you build a small business using
Google search results without spending a dime. 1634 University
Blvd NE. $20-$25. 6:30pm-8:30am. 18+. 265-7215.
alibi.com/v/6m8a.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 7/11 listing.

SATURDAY JULY 13
EXPO NEW MEXICO Vintage Market Days: Vintage Roundup. 300
San Pedro Dr NE. $5-$10. 10am-5pm. ALL-AGES! See 7/12 listing.

HUMBLE COFFEE Humble Get Down: A Local Vendor Pop-Up.
More than 10 local vendors and artists sell their wares every
second Saturday. 505 Central Ave NW Ste. C. Free. 10am-1pm.
ALL-AGES! 609-7099. alibi.com/v/6l3i.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Salud y Sabor. A late
morning and early afternoon of food, art, health, culture and
entertainment that celebrates communities and connects families
with nutrition, cooking, healthy lifestyles and play. 1701 Fourth
Street SW. 11:30am-2:30pm. ALL-AGES! 724-4771.
alibi.com/v/6jtq.

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Outdoors On Tap. An evening
of stories, films and delicious craft beer, featuring a guest speaker
sharing their passion for the outdoors, a local destination or a
recent inspiring adventure. 1800 Fourth Street NW. 7pm. 21+.
243-6752. alibi.com/v/6k8r.

KIDS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Pre-Professional Dance Training.
Learn more about JUMP or KP3 at no-obligation informative
meetings, with classes available for children 6 to 18. 4121
Cutler Ave NE. 1:30-2:30pm. 13+. 224-9808.
alibi.com/v/6m62.

MAMA’S MINERALS Jewelry Making for Kids. Learn to design
and string a necklace or bracelet including beads and learn to
crimp and attach a clasp to complete the design. Registration
recommended. 800 20th Street NW. $15. 1:30-3pm. ALL-AGES!
266-8443. alibi.com/v/6kae.

WEEKLY CALENDAR

THURSDAY JULY 11
LOMA COLORADO MAIN LIBRARY, Rio Rancho Crafting for a Cause.
Create special items to warm the hearts, heads and hands of people
in need. Completed items are donated to local charities. 755 Loma
Colorado NE. 3-4:30pm. 18+. 891-5013. alibi.com/v/6l13.

PASSAGES INTERNATIONAL Death Cafe. Engage in a conversation
to increase awareness of death to make the most of our finite lives.
Drink tea or coffee, eat cake or cookies and discuss mortality issues.
4516 Anaheim Ave NE. 4-6pm. 18+. 265-7215. alibi.com/v/6lva.

KIDS
BOOKWORKS Story Time. Connie tells stories and sings songs with
an occasional craft and snack. 4022 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 10:30am.
344-8139. alibi.com/v/6lmk.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Suzuki Music and Movement Class
for Children. A class for children ages 0 to 4 and expecting mothers
in their third trimester to nurture musical development, build motor,
emotional and social skills, character development and readiness
for preschool. 3215 Central Ave NE. $22. 9:30-10:30am. (903)
780-1030. alibi.com/v/6lwy.

SAN PEDRO LIBRARY Cody Landstrom Magician. An experienced
and versatile performer, Cody combines the skills of comedy magic,
sleight of hand and masterful juggling. 5600 Trumbull Ave SE. 3-4pm.
ALL-AGES! 256-2067. alibi.com/v/6lfr.

SELF SERVE Are We Flirting?: How to Pick People Up Without Playing
Games. Gain the tools to have a great conversation with anyone,
navigate boundaries, stand out online and get into steamy situations.
112 Morningside Dr NE. $15-$20. 5:30pm. 18+. 265-5815.
alibi.com/v/6lj7.

WEST GATE HEIGHTS LIBRARY Discover the BioPark. Visit the
discovery station booth and meet live “prey” animal ambassadors,
touch biological artifacts and more. 1300 Delgado Dr SW.
10:30-11:30am. ALL-AGES! 833-6984. alibi.com/v/6li6.

FRIDAY JULY 12
EXPO NEW MEXICO Vintage Market Days: Vintage Roundup. An
upscale vintage-inspired indoor/outdoor market with art, antiques,
clothing, jewelry, handmade treasures, home décor, outdoor furnish-
ings, consumable yummies, plants and more. 300 San Pedro Dr
NE. $5-$10. 10am-5pm. ALL-AGES! 660-9509. alibi.com/v/6gb6.

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

COMMUNITY

THURSDAY JULY 11
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community

Dance Classes. Classes are available for kids starting at
age 2, teens and adults. Genres include contemporary,
ballet, jazz, hip-hop, creative movement, mixed-ability

dance and fine wine dance for ages 55+. 4121 Cutler Ave
NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! 224-9808. alibi.com/v/6g8s.

SUNDAY JULY 14
ABQ BIOPARK ZOO Cats and Carnivores Tour. The purrr-fect
tour for cat people as a zookeeper takes you backstage to
get as close as safely possible to the most majestic carni-
vores on Earth. Ages 10 and up. 903 10th Street SW. $90.

1:15-2:15pm. 764-6214. alibi.com/v/6dvy.
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WELLNESS/FITNESS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 7/11 listing.

MONDAY JULY 15
UNM CONTINUING EDUCATION BUILDING Ethics in NM: Where
We’ve Been, Where We Are, Where We’re Going. Panelists share
their wisdom and experience, participate in an audience Q&A and
the announcement and recognition of the winners of NMEW’s inau-
gural student essay contest. 1634 University Blvd NE. $5-$20.
11:30-1:30am. 274-2442. alibi.com/v/6lt1.

KIDS
CELL THEATRE Fusion Teen Accelerator. A fun-filled, enriching,
affordable theatre experience for high school students in this
opportunity to become fully immersed in a week-long intensive
theatre lab. 700 First Street NW. $400. 9am-5pm. 15+. 766-9412.
alibi.com/v/6ll9.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 7/11 listing.

TUESDAY JULY 16
ALBUQUERQUE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION Impact and Coffee.
Nonprofit leaders, volunteers, funders and people finding their
place in the community have a cup of coffee, hear about new
social profit ventures and innovation in a six-minute presentation
format. 624 Tijeras Ave NW. 9-10am. alibi.com/v/6m6l.

KIDS
ERNIE PYLE LIBRARY Robots in Space with ¡Explora! 900 Girard
SE. 10:30-11:30am. See 7/15 CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY listing.

MAIN LIBRARY Teen Marvel Party Vol. 1. Participate in a bean bag
toss, play pin the arc reactor on Iron Man and more. Costumes
aren’t required, but they are encouraged. For ages 13 to 17.
Registration required. 501 Copper Ave NW. 11am-noon. 768-5141.
alibi.com/v/6lf2.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Sing, Play and Learn Spanish.
Bilingual Birdies Albuquerque teaches children ages 0 to 6 the
Spanish language with live music. Registration recommended.
3215 Central Ave NE. $18. 10:30-11:15am. 750-1795.
alibi.com/v/6l2u.

SOUTH VALLEY PUBLIC LIBRARY Escape Room. Find the clues
and solve the puzzles, in a limited amount of time. For ages 13 to
17. Registration required. 3904 Isleta Blvd SW. 3-4pm. 877-5170.
alibi.com/v/6lgg.

OUTDOOR
TINGLEY BEACH Bosque Sunset Walk. Discover the Bosque at
dusk on a guided tour. Use all the senses and look for porcupines,
listen for owls, observe moths and bats and smell the change in
the air as the bosque cools for the night. 1800 Tingley Dr SW.
6:30pm. 768-2000. alibi.com/v/6lsu.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 7/11 listing.

WEDNESDAY JULY 17

KIDS
SAN PEDRO LIBRARY Robots in Space with ¡Explora! 5600
Trumbull Ave SE. 3-4pm. See 7/15 CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY listing.

TONY HILLERMAN LIBRARY Aesop’s Fables with Opera Unlimited.
This opera brings to life three of Aesop’s most beloved and well
known fables: The Ants and the Grasshopper, The Lion and the
Mouse and The Tortoise and the Hare. 8205 Apache Ave NE.
10:30-11:30am. ALL-AGES! 291-6264. alibi.com/v/6li4.

LEARN
EMBASSY SUITES HOTEL National Association of Women Business
Owners July Meeting. Explore procurement games and cutting
through the red tape for successful government and lab contracting.
1000 Woodward Pl NE. $28-$33. 5:30-8pm. alibi.com/v/6m1r.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
HOSPICE OF NEW MEXICO Grief Support Group. A chance to
come together with others who are facing challenges after the loss
of a loved one and an opportunity to learn and listen, for conver-
sation and comfort. 2900 Louisiana Blvd NE. 6-7:30pm. 18+.
872-2300. alibi.com/v/6mkm.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 7/11 listing.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO DUCK POND Traditional Health
Fair. Donations are accepted for treatments including acudetox,
acupuncture, herbalism, limpias, reiki and sobadas. Yale Blvd SE.
12:30-4pm. ALL-AGES! 277-4296. alibi.com/v/6i3s.

LEARN
DESERT OASIS TEACHING GARDEN Seed Saving Seminar:
Water Utility Authority. Get hands-on training from landscape
pros on gardening topics including the basics on seed saving
from the own vegetable garden, avoiding cross-pollination,
collection, cleaning and storage. 6400 Wyoming Blvd NE. 9am.
ALL-AGES! 842-9287. alibi.com/v/6a9b.

SOUTH BROADWAY LIBRARY Backyard Birds and Your Garden.
Sara Jayne Cole, former president of the Central NM Audubon
Society, talks about how to attract birds to a garden, identify the
birds that visit, protect them, keep them from eating the garden
and more. 1025 Broadway Blvd SE. 10:30am-noon. ALL-AGES!
764-1742. alibi.com/v/6lg3.

SPORTS
RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY NM United Watch Party. Support
the NM soccer team with play-by-play action. 1912 Second Street
NW. 8-10pm. 900-3909. alibi.com/v/6lf4.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 7/11 listing.

CANNABIS
PRESTIGE EVENT CENTER Cannabis Community Family Sesh. A
private medical cannabis community networking event featuring
local glass blowers, DJ and over 30 vendors from all over New
Mexico and even El Paso. This is a family friendly event. 2019 Fifth
Street NW. 8. 2-10pm. 203-4110. alibi.com/v/6hjx.

SUNDAY JULY 14

EXPO NEW MEXICO Vintage Market Days: Vintage Roundup. 300
San Pedro Dr NE. $5-$10. 10am-5pm. ALL-AGES! See 7/12 listing.

HIGH DESERT CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING Sunday
Celebration. Come to a place of inspiration, where people from
all spiritual paths and religions feel welcome and experience shared
values of love, peace, joy, acceptance, abundance and gratitude.
5621 Paradise NW. 11-11:30am. ALL-AGES! 922-1200.
alibi.com/v/646x.

LEARN
PIGGY’S SQUEEKEASY Adulting 101 Life Skills Series. Learn skills
including time management, self-care, home and car repairs,
cooking, health and nutrition and so much more. 526 Washington
St. 3-5pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6lpw.

SELF SERVE How to Build the Best-Fit Relationship: Relationship
Styles, Dating and More. This casual educational event is designed
to help provide the tools to figure out needs, wants and desires
and how those play into the best-fit relationship. 112 Morningside
Dr NE. $15-$20. 3pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/6lj9.

OUTDOOR
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Family Fun Days: Arthropods Abound.
Appreciate arthropods by making them a hotel or help collect data
on insects in the open space. Look at a number of specimens
under the microscope or hunt for your own to observe. 9521 Rio
Grande Blvd NW. Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES! 314-0398.
alibi.com/v/6jge.

MONDAY JULY 15
SANDIA SPEEDWAY The Charlie Fegan Peformance Driving
School. Learn performance driving skills and practice in a

controlled environment. Half the day is class instruction and
half is on the track for hands-on learning with instructors. 100

Speedway Park Blvd SW. 8:30am-4pm. 400-0611.
alibi.com/v/6lsl.
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SOUTHWEST UNIVERSITY OF VISUAL ARTS Summer Art Classes.
Welcome to community art classes for adults and children.
Explore painting, drawing, digital painting, print making and
stop motion animation. 9am-noon. 13+. alibi.com/v/6l57.
Also, 5000 Marble Ave. NE. $10-$15. 11am. 13+. 254-7575.
alibi.com/v/6lxl.

FILM
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY Summer Movies: Contact.
Catch a screening of the sci-fi film, rated PG. 423 Central Ave
NE. 2-4pm. ALL-AGES! 848-1376. alibi.com/v/6lgm.

SUNDAY JULY 14

WORDS
BOOKWORKS The Liberating Path of the Hebrew Prophets. The
author reads from and discusses the work. 4022 Rio Grande
Blvd NW. 3pm. 344-8139. alibi.com/v/6lmm.

ART
TORTUGA GALLERY Women Who Made Us. Courtney Angermeier
shows 31 portraits of women seen as inspirational to many. The
portraits and writing on display are for sale via an online silent
auction during the show. 901 Edith Blvd SE. 2-6pm. ALL-AGES!
803-7810. alibi.com/v/6m6p.

STAGE
MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Disney’s Newsies. 6320
Domingo Rd NE. $23-$25. 7:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! See 7/12
listing.

SONG & DANCE
ST. TIMOTHY’S LUTHERAN CHURCH Sound of Service: Muni

Kulasinghe and Jim Ahrend. Enjoy live music. 211 Jefferson NE.
Donation. 4pm. ALL-AGES! (563) 379-9020. alibi.com/v/6h4w.

FILM
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF GREATER ALBUQUERQUE

Theodore Bikel: In the Shoes of Sholom Aleichem. Portraits of two
beloved icons, Sholom Aleichem and Theodore Bikel, are woven
together in this enchanting documentary. 5520 Wyoming Blvd NE.
$10-$12. 2-5pm. ALL-AGES! 332-0565. alibi.com/v/6lxs.

MONDAY JULY 15

FILM
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Katharsis Media Film Intensive.
4121 Cutler Ave NE. $180. 8am-noon. 13+. See 7/11 listing.

TUESDAY JULY 16

WORDS
ALBUQUERQUE CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING SouthWest

Writers Meeting Speaker. Award-winning author Betsy James
discusses writing a first draft of fiction to include the four people
writers must be, how the subconscious and unconscious write
your stories and more. 2801 Louisiana NE. 6:30-8:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 830-6034. alibi.com/v/6lls.

FILM
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Katharsis Media Film Intensive.
4121 Cutler Ave NE. $180. 8am-noon. 13+. See 7/11 listing.

WEDNESDAY JULY 17

WORDS
TORTUGA GALLERY Open Poetry Reading. Poets each have five
minutes to read poetry. Poets bring their books to diplay on the
poet’s table. 901 Edith Blvd SE. 6:30-9pm. 18+. 877-4214.
alibi.com/v/6gzr.

ART
NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE

Inspired by Nature: Scientific Illustration. Explore hidden treasures
and create scientific illustrations. Use observations, attention to
detail and creativity to draw objects from the museum’s exhibits
and collections. Supplies are provided. 1801 Mountain Rd NW.
$25-$30. 6-9pm. 21+. 841-2877. alibi.com/v/6m8i.

SONG & DANCE
ANDERSON-ABRUZZO ALBUQUERQUE INTERNATIONAL

BALLOON MUSEUM Albuquerque Concert Band Live. Hear fun
and exciting music in a relaxing, outdoor setting. 9201 Balloon
Museum Dr NE. Free admission. Open to the public. 7-8pm.
ALL-AGES! 768-6020. alibi.com/v/6ly8.

LEARN
MAMA’S MINERALS Intermediate Wire Wrapping Class.
Expand a skill set by learning wire weaving and leave with
the skills to complete pieces at home. Registration recom-
mended. 800 20th Street NW. $47. 4:30-7pm. ALL-AGES!
266-8443. alibi.com/v/6kaf.

THURSDAY JULY 11
PIGGY’S SQUEEKEASY Potluck Dinner. Enjoy a community meal at
the art and education center. Don’t forget to bring a contribution.
526 Washington St. FREE. 7-10pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6fab.

FRIDAY JULY 12
LA LUNA BAKERY AND CAFE Friday Farmers Market. Enjoy live
music, a kids’ zone, craft beers, vendors and food. 319 Fifth Street
SW. FREE. 3pm. ALL-AGES! 550-1119. alibi.com/v/6eki.

NUTRISHOP NEW MEXICO The Meal Prep 101 Course. A discus-
sion of macronutrients including protein, carbohydtrate and vegeta-
bles as well as proper sourcing of food, how to prepare marinades
and salads and basic portion control. 5010 Cutler Ave NE. FREE.
6:30-7:30pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6lnw.

VARA WINES Flamenco Show and Paella Dinner. Enjoy a flamenco
show with world class artists from Spain and a paella feast. 315
Alameda Blvd NE. $125-$350. 5:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES!
247-0622. alibi.com/v/6l3h.

SATURDAY JULY 13
ALBUQUERQUE MARRIOTT The Dinner Detective Murder Mystery
Dinner Show. Solve a hilarious crime and feast on a fantastic
dinner. 2101 Louisiana Blvd NE. $58-$67. 6-9pm. 881-6800.
alibi.com/v/6mbm.

SUNDAY JULY 14
ALBUQUERQUE RAIL YARDS Albuquerque Rail Yards Market. A
market celebrating all things local and at the heart of NM culture
with hundreds food, farm, artisan and healing vendors, live music
as well as a kids’ zone. 1100 Second Street SW. FREE.
10am-2pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6fxn.

MONDAY JULY 15
RUDE BOY COOKIES Lil’ Rudies Baking Camp. This week-long camp
full of baking and decorating keeps the kiddos entertained while
teaching valuable baking skills straight from the professionals them-
selves. 115 Harvard Dr SE. 9am-noon. 200-2235. alibi.com/v/6lsm.

WEDNESDAY JULY 17
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY ICAN: Ideas for Cooking and Nutrition.
A hands-on nutrition education service for improving quality of life
by identifying community needs, providing nutrition education, cooking
skills, food safety and connecting with resources. 8081 Central Ave
NW. FREE. 11:30am-12:30pm. 18+. 768-4320. alibi.com/v/6ktw.

FOOD

FILM
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Katharsis Media Film Intensive.
4121 Cutler Ave NE. $180. 8am-noon. 13+. See 7/11 listing.

LOS GRIEGOS LIBRARY Summer Movies: Treasure Planet.
Catch a screening of the film, rated PG. 1000 Griegos Rd. NW.
3:15-5:15pm. ALL-AGES! 761-4020. alibi.com/v/6le6.

SATURDAY JULY 13
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Detroit Brooks
Group and Robb Janov’s Hot Club Jazz. Hear New Orleans jazz
and Gypsy jazz in contrast, played live. 2000 Mountain Rd NW.
$0-$20. 7-10pm. ALL-AGES! 255-9798. alibi.com/v/6glk.

WORDS
BOOKWORKS Tina Carlson. Stella Reed and Katherine DiBella
Seluja: We Are Meant Carry Water. Enjoy a collaborative collec-
tion of poems addressing systemic patriarchy, misogyny and
the marginalization of the immigrant. 4022 Rio Grande Blvd
NW. 3pm. 344-8139. alibi.com/v/6lml.

FREERANGE Writing Cross-Genre and Succeeding Anyway.
Author Jeffe Kennedy discusses her work and explain genres
and sub-genres, where they overlap, how romantic storylines
can tip the balance and to either color inside the lines or step
across them. 1700 Central Ave SE. 11:30am-3pm. 18+.
alibi.com/v/6mku.

TRICKLOCK PERFORMANCE LABORATORY Journey into the
Absurd: Short Stories by Eugene Ionesco. 110 Gold Ave SW.
$15. 7:30-9pm. 18+. See 7/12 listing.

STAGE
MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Disney’s Newsies. 6320
Domingo Rd NE. $23-$25. 7:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! See 7/12
listing.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Moonrise
Concert with Dust City Opera. This performance features unique
instrumentation, vibrant covers and crafty songwriting, often
juxtaposing dark, bold subject matter over whimsical, light-
hearted melodies. 6500 Coors Blvd NW. 6-8:30pm. 897-8831.
alibi.com/v/6lzd.

CIVIC PLAZA NM Jazz Festival featuring Leyla McCalla,
hONEyhoUSe and Marcia Ball. Hear a variety of worldly jazz
styles played live. 1 Civic Plaza. 5:30pm. 268-0044.
alibi.com/v/6jk1.

PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT An American Dialogue:
Latin American Ballads, Cumbia and Nueva Canción. Chuy
Martinez puts the songs and rhythms of Spain, Mexico, Afro-
Caribbean roots and social struggle music influenced by US
labor and protest songs in historical context. 6510 Western
Trail NW. 2-3pm. ALL-AGES! 505-899-0205, ext. 335.
alibi.com/v/6f5w.

ST. STEPHEN’S UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Solid Grounds
Coffeehouse. The Cowboy Way plays tight harmonies, high energy
and smoking instrumentals, as they honor the traditional cowboy
songs and a dynamic cover of a southern rock tune. 4601 Juan
Tabo NE. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 293-9673. alibi.com/v/6ihs.

LEARN
MAMA’S MINERALS Wire Wrapping 101. Learn to make profes-
sional, high-quality jewelry. Practice using wire, tools, stones and
beads. Registration recommended. 800 20th Street NW. $47.
10:30am-1pm. 15+. 266-8443. alibi.com/v/6kad.

ARTS & LIT

SUNDAY JULY 14

GUILD CINEMA NM Entertainment Presents ’80s
Sunday Matinee: Breakin’ 2: Electric Boogaloo. Catch a
screening of the classic ’80s flick. 3405 Central Ave NE.

$8. 1-3pm. ALL-AGES! 450-4706. alibi.com/v/6luk.

THURSDAY JULY 11

ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN Summer Nights: Hot
Club of Cowtown. Hear the country and swing-infused
and Gypsy jazz band play live. 2601 Central Ave NW.

7-8:30pm. 768-2000. alibi.com/v/6lqk.

THURSDAY JULY 11

SONG & DANCE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE The Doug Lawrence New Organ

Quartet. Iconic and worldly jazz musicians play live. 210 Yale Blvd

SE. $25-$30. 8pm. 268-0044. alibi.com/v/6jjz.

LEARN
BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE Kossar Improv

Workshop: Running Orders. Build a successful running order for

an improv or comedy show and learn how these components change

based on players, audience or venue. 100 Gold Ave SW. 7-9pm.

510-1389. alibi.com/v/6lql.

SOUTHWEST UNIVERSITY OF VISUAL ARTS Figure Drawing. Sharpen

figurative skills working from a live model in a relaxing and supportive

environment. All skill levels and media welcome (no photography).

5000 Marble Ave. NE. 7-9pm. 18+. 254-7575. alibi.com/v/6jrc.

FILM
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Katharsis Media Film Intensive.

Form a mini-production company to write, film and edit a short film.

With a screening and industry professionals to guide you, try for

the big prize. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. $180. 8am-noon. 13+. 414-7656.

alibi.com/v/6j7f.

FRIDAY JULY 12

WORDS
ST. ANDREW PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH Lauren C. Teffeau and

Sarena Ulibarri Talk at ABQ Sci-Fi Society. Albuquerque sci-fi

authors Lauren C. Teffeau and Sarena Ulibarri discuss climate

fiction and solarpunk, read from their works and talk

about DreamForge Magazine, plus upcoming projects. 5301

Ponderosa Ave NE. $1. 7:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! 266-8905.

alibi.com/v/6lx7.

TORTUGA GALLERY Storytelling Series: Women Who Made Us.

Juba Addison and Sean Buvala tell harrowing and meaningful

stories about the women who shaped them. 901 Edith Blvd SE.

$10. 7-9pm. 13+. 506-0820. alibi.com/v/6lge.

STAGE
MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Disney’s Newsies. The Broadway

play inspired by th e newsboy strike of 1899, when Kid Blink led

a band of orphans and runaways in action against Pulitzer, Hearst

and other powerful newspaper publishers. 6320 Domingo Rd

NE. $23-$25. 7:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! 505+265-9119.

alibi.com/v/6kxu.

SONG & DANCE
ABQ BIOPARK ZOO Zoo Music: Gaelic Storm. Hear this multi-
national, Celtic juggernaut play live. 903 10th Street SW.
7-8:30pm. 248-8500. alibi.com/v/6lr3.

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY NM Jazz Latino
Orchestra with Frankie Vasquez. Enjoy straight-up Latin jazz as
well as a fusion of folkloric rhythms with jazz elements. $20-$25.
7pm. 268-0044. alibi.com/v/6jk0. Also, NM Jazz Latino Orchestra
Featuring Frankie Vazquez. Experience traditional and modern
rhythms from Latin America and enjoy a harmonious and exciting
blend of ancestral and contemporary repertoire. 2000 Mountain
Rd NW. 7-10pm. 243-7255. alibi.com/v/6lr1.

FRIDAY JULY 12
PAINTED LADY BED & BREW Ghosts of Painted Ladies

Past. The evening exposes the disreputable history of the
property, including true ghost stories told by the owner,
combined with magic performed by the ghost of Milton

J. Yarberry. 1100 Bellamah Ave NW. 8-9:15pm.
200-3999. alibi.com/v/6lre.

FILM
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Katharsis Media Film Intensive.
4121 Cutler Ave NE. $180. 8am-noon. 13+. See 7/11 listing.

KIMO THEATRE E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial. Catch a screening of
the classic ’80s film. 2-4pm. alibi.com/v/6mg8. Also,
Spaceballs. Catch a screening of the classic ’80s spoof. 423
Central Ave NW. 7-8:45pm. 768-3544. alibi.com/v/6mgb.   

WEEKLY CALENDAR
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THURSDAY JULY 11
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY SECOND STREET TAPROOM

Nostalgia Blue • variety • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Rob Roman •
variety • 4:30pm • The Chris Ravin Band • classic rock • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER WESTSIDE TAPROOM Austin Van • country •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Escape on A Horse • Americana, country •
6pm • FREE

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales John McDonough •
Southern rock, jazz • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Ladies’ Night •
Northern Revolution • Spanish, oldies, country • 8pm • FREE • 21+

KELLY’S BREW PUB Swag • jazz, blues, rock, Motown • 6:30pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

LA LUNA BAKERY AND CAFE Above-Average Open Mic • 6:30pm •
FREE • 13+

LAUNCHPAD Bobo and Linde • Eddie G • Judah of Lions • Skata
Jay • Bayse and Lazarus • Kee • Mo Money G • 8pm

MARBLE BREWERY The Deal • jam, funk, rock • 7pm • Beats of
Burque • dance, electronic, hip-hop • • 8pm • FREE • 21+

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT Sade • variety •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SANDBAR BREWERY AND GRILL Candyman • variety • 9pm

SIDEWINDERS Kitty Karaoke • 7pm • $10 • 21+

SISTER Glitter Vomit • Tom Foe • variety • Big Hen • Lady XY • 8pm •
$5-$7

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Beer Choir • 7:30pm • FREE •
21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Kamikaze Karaoke • 5pm • FREE •
21+

COMEDY

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Rudy Boy Blues Jam • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Stand-Up Comedy
Thursdays • 6pm • $10 • 21+

FRIDAY JULY 12
THE BARLEY ROOM Third Element • rock, variety • 8:45pm • FREE •
21+

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY SECOND STREET TAPROOM

Partners N Crime • rap • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Maríon Carrillo •
singer-songwriter • 4:30pm • Spare Change • cover band, singer-
songwriter • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER WESTSIDE TAPROOM F/E/A/T/H/E/R •
variety • 4:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Dusty Low • folk, Americana • 4pm • FREE

CASA VIEJA, Corrales Chile Pi • pop, folk, acoustic • 3pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales The Rudy Boy
Experiment • rock, blues • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE COUNTY LINE BBQ Los Radiators • acoustic folk, rock, blues •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

GROWLER USA WESTSIDE ’90s Pop Culture Trivia • 7pm • FREE

LAUNCHPAD Broadside • hardcore • Right On, Kid! • pop-punk • D20 •
Fighting Monsters • 6pm

RED DOOR BREWING CO. Geeks Who Drink • 7pm • FREE • 21+

TANNEX Potty Mouth • grp.txt • Fog Bow • experimental • 7:45pm •
$5-$10 • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Old-Time Jam Circle • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

TUESDAY JULY 16
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY SECOND STREET TAPROOM Open
Mic and Jam with Chris Ravin • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Kammo Karaoke •
7pm • FREE • 21+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Geeks Who Drink • • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Grendel • aggrotech • 9pm

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY BYOV: Bring Your Own Vinyl • 6pm •
FREE • 21+

SISTER Wand • psychedelic rock • 8pm • $12-$15

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Kamikaze Karaoke • 8pm • FREE •
21+

COMEDY

O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob HillTuesday Homie Hangout Comedy Open Mic •
stand-up comedy • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

WEDNESDAY JULY 17
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY SECOND STREET TAPROOM Spiral
Pilots • classic rock • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Music with Mike •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Brain Gang Trivia • 6pm • FREE • 18+

EL PATRON Schumann and Kinabrew • acoustic rock • 5:30pm • FREE •
21+

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Kammo Karaoke •
7pm • FREE • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Pyrotechnica • electronic, alternative • A Liar Like You •
Ashes of Jupiter • Searching for Summer • 8pm

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras $2 Pistol • rock • 6pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Escape From The Zoo • punk • Lucid Anomaly •
Slummer • 9pm

PONDEROSA BREWING COMPANY The Draft Sessions Open Mic •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

VARA WINERY Wineup Wednesdays • Chris Dracup • acoustic, blues,
funk, soul • 7pm • $5 • 21+

COMEDY

RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Casual Wednesdays
Open Mic • Royal Wood • Kevin Baca • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

WEEKLY CALENDAR

TUESDAY JULY 16
STEEL BENDER BREWYARD The Fabulous Martini-

Tones • lounge, jazz • 6pm

MUSIC

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Black Pearl •
Spanish, dance, oldies • 9pm • FREE • 21+

ISLETA CASINO & RESORT Los Rieleros Del Norte • Spanish,
Latin • 8pm • 21+

JAM SPOT Finatticz and Stokes • variety • 7:30pm • $10-$11

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Roger Lewis Band • blues •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Bizzy Bone • rap • 7pm

THE LIBRARY BAR & GRILL Brain Gang Trivia • 8pm • FREE • 18+

MARBLE BREWERY Koodookoo • The Lonn Calanca Band • rock,
blues, soul • 7pm • Jo Aragon and the Mean Street Band • R&B,
blues, rock, funk • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Manhigh • rock • Gypsy Temple • The Ordinary
Things • Avenge Apollo • 9pm

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT Cali Shaw • indie,
folk, Americana • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

RANCHERS CLUB Karl Richardson Trio • variety • 5:30pm • FREE •
18+

SISTER La Cerca • variety • 8pm • $5-6.92

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Fast Heart Mart • rock, folk, punk,
Americana • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK The Deathe Family • folk,
Americana • 5pm • FREE • 21+

COMEDY

TRICKLOCK PERFORMANCE LABORATORY Headliners 505
Comedy Presents Friday Night Fools • stand-up comedy • 9:30pm •
$10 • 18+

SATURDAY JULY 13
B2B2 BARRIO Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE BARLEY ROOM Traveler in Pain • rock, metal • 8pm • FREE •
21+

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Lightning James •
variety • 4:30pm • Trinity Soul • variety • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

D. H. LESCOMBES WINERY AND BISTRO Swag • jazz, blues, rock,
Motown • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Black Pearl •
Spanish, dance, oldies • 9pm • FREE • 21+

HIGH AND DRY BREWING Cynical Bird • rock, blues, jazz • 7pm •
FREE • 21+

IBIZA AT HOTEL ANDALUZ DJ Alissa Divine • chill • 7pm • FREE •
21+

LA LUNA BAKERY AND CAFE La Wren • Stevie Haynes • Maríon
Carrillo • singer-songwriter • Kid Feliz • 6pm • $20 • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD The Appleseed Cast • indie, rock • Young Jesus • Hex

Theory • 9pm

LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO Resurrection • Journey
tribute band • 8pm

LEO’S NIGHTCLUB Lil Eazy-E • rap • Unique • 5pm

MARBLE BREWERY RJ Perez • funk, blues • The Amazing
Honeyboys • swamp blues • 7pm • Bandwidth No Name • funk,
hip-hop, rock • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Pyrite Sidewalk • Mephalta • Port Alice •
rock • Cater No Wild • Lazarus Horse • 9pm

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND Sorceress of Sound and Song
Marie Black • singer-songwriter • 5pm

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Country Fest • Brahma • Michael
Moxey • country, alternative, rock • 4pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Leftover Soul • vinyl dance party • DJ Danker • 8pm • $5-$7

SKIDMORE’S HOLIDAY BOWL Flashback • rock, oldies • 6pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

STONE FACE TAVERN Odd Dog • classic rock • 8:30pm • FREE •
21+

TWO CRANES BISTRO AND BREW Chessa Peak • blues, folk,
country, rock • 6pm • FREE • 13+

VARA WINERY Juani de la Isla Quartet • flamenco, jazz • 5:30pm •
$125-$350 • ALL-AGES!

COMEDY

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND Saturday Stand-Up Spectacular •
stand-up comedy • 9:30pm • $5 • 18+

SUNDAY JULY 14
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Fast Heart Mart • rock, folk, punk,
Americana • 4pm • FREE

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Zinc and the Oxides •
classic rock • 3pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

ECLIPSE Auras • variety • 6pm • ALL-AGES!

KAKTUS BREWING COMPANY, Bernalillo Kaktus Kats Blues
Jam • 3pm

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Tobyriffic Karaoke Show •
TobyRiffic Karaoke Show • 3pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Boondox • rap • 8pm

MARBLE BREWERY Bluegrass Festival • 2pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER Moonstone Pop-Up • retail • MRMRVL • 4pm • FREE

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Dan Martinez • acoustic • 11am •
ALL-AGES!

MONDAY JULY 15
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY WESTSIDE TAPROOM Western
Music Association Open Mic • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN TAPROOM Brain Gang Trivia • noon • FREE • 18+

FRIDAY JULY 12
TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE 1 Year Anniversary

Celebration • The Stray Dawgs • bluegrass, rock, country •
Silver String Band • Americana, folk • 5pm • FREE • 21+

SATURDAY JULY 13
BLUE GRASSHOPPER WESTSIDE TAPROOM Maríon

Carrillo • singer-songwriter • 4:30pm • The Willies • outlaw
country, alternative • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

NICK VOEGELI



FILM | FILM REVIEW/INTERVIEW

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

P
ity poor Pierre-Paul. He’s an intellectual in

an age of idiots. He’s got a PhD in

philosophy and is prone to saying things

like, “pro sports are the mental illness of

politicians.” He delivers extended monologues

about the sad state of modern capitalism at the

drop of a hat but works as a delivery driver for a

courier service because they get paid more than

university professors. Heck, the guy can’t even

bring himself to tell his girlfriend of a year and a

half that he loves her, because, you know …

Wittgenstein. Naturally, she breaks up with him.

Who could blame her?
But Pierre-Paul (French-Canadian TV actor

Alexandre Landry) isn’t such a bad guy, really.
He gives money to homeless people, volunteers
at a soup kitchen and generally tries to live his
life by his own socialist moral standards. One
fateful afternoon, while going about his
Montreal delivery route and generally feeling
sorry for himself, he stumbles across the scene of
a robbery gone very bad. 

Two young street hoods have attempted to
rob a clothing store. The store, however, is
more than it seems. It’s a “bank” for local
organized crime operations to hide their money,
and it’s run by a dangerous former gang member.
Pierre-Paul pulls up to the parking lot in front
of the store just as the two robbers burst out the
front door. A shockingly rapid exchange of
gunfire leaves both the robbers and the store
managers dead in pools of blood. Pierre-Paul is
the only living witness to the crime. With the
police sirens wailing in the distance, our
protagonist makes his first questionable moral
decision. Two overstuffed duffel bags containing
uncounted millions of dollars are lying at his
feet. On a whim, Pierre-Paul stuffs them into
the back of his delivery van and says nothing
about them to the detectives who subsequently
quiz him.

Has Pierre-Paul just succeeded in
committing the perfect crime? As writer-
director Denys Arcand’s philosophical crime
caper The Fall of the American Empire posits: Yes
and no. Arcand’s résumé (including The Decline
of the American Empire, Jesus of Montreal, Love
& Human Remains and The Barbarian Invasions)
consists of slyly satirical dramas that are highly
critical of modern society and its declining
moral values. The Fall of the American Empire is
no exception. Though it doesn’t go for all-out
laughs, it’s hard not to be amused by the
situations and characters in this brainy
socioeconomic thriller.

Here, Arcand is less concerned with the
mechanics of criminal behavior and more
interested in the flow of money. What does one
do with a sudden windfall of illegal cash? You
can’t put it in a bank. You can’t take it out of
the country. You can’t even ship it overseas
without getting taxed these days. Philosophical

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

A Soldier’s Screening
A Soldier’s Passage: Conversations from the Last
Mile of the Long Walk Home is the first feature-
length film from New Mexico filmmaker Paul Ingles.
The film relates the story of a 93-year-old World
War II veteran nearing the end of his long life in a
retirement home who tries to impart some
powerful life lessons to his visiting son. The film is a
partially fictionalized account based on the final
months of Ingles’ own father, John S. Ingles. The
film was shot almost completely in Albuquerque,
using more than 80 local actors and extras. A
Soldier’s Passage screens at Guild Cinema (3405
Central Ave. NE) on Saturday, July 13 at noon.
Admission to this special event is free, although
donations are gratefully accepted to help offset
the cost of the theater rental. The screening is
followed by a 30-minute Q&A with Paul Ingles and
various members of the cast and crew.

Movie Mitzvah
The Jewish
Community
Center of
Greater
Albuquerque’s
annual Jewish
Film Festival
returns for its
sixth year this
July 14 through
28. All told, six
acclaimed films
from the US,
Israel, Mexico
and Poland get
their
Albuquerque
premiere over
the course of
the festival. The

festival’s opening event happens this Sunday, July
14, from 2 to 5pm inside the JCC Auditorium (5520
Wyoming Blvd. NE). It starts with a wine and
cheese reception featuring Aimee Ginsburg Bikel.
Bikel is on hand to introduce the documentary
Theodore Bikel: In the Shoes of Sholom Aleichem
and to speak about the legacy of her late husband,
the noted singer, actor, linguist and social activist.
The festival picks up again on Thursday, July 18
with a screening of the documentary 93Queen—
about a group of tenacious Hasidic women in
Brooklyn trying to organize the first all-female
volunteer ambulance corps. That takes place at
Regal High Ridge Theater (12921 Indian School
Rd. NE) at 7pm. On Saturday, July 20 the Mexican
drama Leona screens at the National Hispanic
Cultural Center’s Bank of America Theatre (1701
Fourth Street SW) starting at 7pm. Other dates
include Sunday, July 21 (The Unorthodox at High
Ridge), Thursday, July 25 (Who Will Write Our
History at High Ridge) and Sunday, July 28 (The
Mamboniks at NHCC). Tickets are $10 per film in
advance or $12 at the door. A full-festival pass will
get you into everything for $55. For a complete
schedule of events and descriptions of all the films,
go to abqjewishfilmfest.com. 

Reading Space
The ABQ-BernCo Library continues its Summer
Reading Program Film Series this coming
Wednesday, July 17, at the KiMo Theatre (423
Central Ave. NW). Starting at 2pm, children and
families can watch a free screening of Steven
Spielberg’s 1982 sci-fi classic E.T. The Extra-
Terrestrial. Later on that day, at 7pm, audiences
can also check out Mel Brook’s 1987 Star Wars
spoof Spaceballs. It’s also free. Although neither
film is based on a book, per se, they do tie in with
this year’s Summer Reading theme of “A Universe
of Stories.” For a complete list of Summer Reading
events, go to abqlibrary.org/summerreading. a

delivery boy Pierre-Paul is at something of a
loss. He sticks the duffel bags in a storage locker
and quietly freaks out. Overhearing a news
report about Sylvain “The Brain” Bigras, a
notorious accountant/money launderer for some
biker gangs who was just let out of jail, Pierre-
Paul hunts the guy down and solicits his advice.
But The Brain (Rémy Girard from Jesus of
Montreal and The Barbarian Invasions) isn’t in
the mood to listen to a bumbling delivery boy’s
crazy stories about riches. 

Determined to enjoy his newfound luck just
a little, the shy and lonely Pierre-Paul goes
trolling for escorts online. He finds the website
of “Aspasie,” who fancies herself a “courtesan”
and borrows her name from a friend of Socrates.
Her high-tone résumé is like catnip to the
overly educated Pierre-Paul, who soon finds
himself shelling out big bucks for the company
of the breathtaking Aspasie (Canadian actress-
model-talk show host Maripier Morin).
Unfortunately, he falls madly in love and tells
her all about his outrageous good fortune.

You see, Pierre-Paul doesn’t just want to get
away with the money. He wants to do it
“morally.” Luckily (and somewhat
unrealistically) for him, both Aspasie and
Sylvain are soon on board. The trio realize that
by pooling all their (somewhat) ill-gotten gains,
they could make a rather sizable (and
practically legal) investment. Aspasie contacts

one of her old clients, a bigwig in Canadian
finance, and suddenly our three characters are
bankrolling a major financial scheme. But with
a couple of detectives and one very angry
gangster on their trail, will they live long
enough to get away with it?

The most interesting facet to The Fall of the
American Empire is the way in which the
central crime gets continually “upsold” from
street criminals to organized gangsters to
bankers to international financiers. Arcand’s
message is crystal clear: It’s the businessmen
who are the real criminals in this world and the
ones who profit the most off of any criminal
enterprise. The only way to beat the system is
to become part of it.

Though it lacks the zest of such cinematic
crime capers as The Sting, The Fall of the
American Empire manages to be well-paced,
engaging and occasionally amusing. There are
times, of course, that Arcand pushes a little too
hard on his message. He’s got a lot of restless
questions—many of them spouted outright by
his characters—about social ills, economic
injustice and the moral decay of our capitalist
society. He may not provide answers to all these
questions in this more-bemused-than-angry
mixture of popcorn entertainment and NPR
editorial. And he may rely a bit on genre
clichés and stereotyped characters (the
Jamaican gangster, the hooker with the heart of
gold, the bumbling detectives). Arcand does,
however, provide a unique twist on the formula.
By obsessively following the money—
practically making it a fourth lead character—
he successfully focuses our attention on the one
thing that matters. Not the criminals, not the
cops, not the semi-innocent people caught in
the middle. But the filthy lucre itself. And that,
as the film slyly suggests, is the real fall of the
American Empire. a

The Fall of the American Empire
Canadian crime caper gets philosophical by following the money

The Fall of the
American Empire

Written and directed by Denys Arcand

Starring Alexandre Landry, 

Maripier Morin, Rémy Girard

Rated R

Opens Friday 7/12.

“Let’s go get sushi and not pay!”
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THE WEEK IN

SLOTH

“emotional side of music-making” using
legendary music producer and Def Jam
Records cofounder Rick Rubin’s Malibu
studio as backdrop.

SATURDAY 13

Stalked By My Doctor: A Sleepwalker’s
Nightmare (Lifetime 6pm) Evidently, if
you’re not a sleepwalker, being stalked
by your doctor is no big deal.

SUNDAY 14

In Broad Daylight (TV One 6pm) Rapper
Shad Moss (aka “Bow Wow,” formerly
aka “Lil’ Bow Wow”) produces and stars
in this domestic thriller about a woman
who gets abducted by her obsessed
and estranged boyfriend.

MONDAY 15

“NFL’s Celebrity Flag Football Special”
(Disney XD 7pm) Deion Sanders and
Snoop Dogg captain teams made up of
“celebrities”—most of whom are (you
guessed it) Disney Channel stars (Ethan
Wacker, Sadie Stanley, Sophie Pollono,
Josh Rush).

TUESDAY 16

Frankenstein’s Monster’s Monster,
Frankenstein (Netflix streaming
anytime) David Harbour (“Stranger
Things”) stars in this mockumentary in
which the actor uncovers footage of his
father’s long-lost role in a made-for-TV
play.

“The Lion King: Can You Feel the Love
Tonight with Robin Roberts” (KOAT-7
7pm) “Good Morning America”
newscaster Robin Roberts uncovers
some breaking news: A one-hour

commercial for Disney’s new live-
action remake of The Lion King.

“Pandora” (KWBQ-19 8pm) In this
summer sci-fi series from The CW,
a “resourceful young woman who
has lost everything” (Priscilla
Quintana) finds a new life at the
Earth’s Space Training Academy.
There, she and her (sexy and
superpowered, of course) friends
learn to defend the galaxy from
threats both alien and human.

“Human Discoveries” (Facebook
Watch streaming anytime) Anna
Kendrick and Zac Efron provide
voices for this cartoon about a
bunch of prehistoric pals living at
the dawn of civilization and
discovering fire, the wheel and
other important human
milestones (like alcohol, racism
and monogamy). 

“Man on the Moon” (KRQE-13
9pm) CBS marks the 50th
anniversary of the Apollo 11
moon landing with this historical
special culled from the network’s
own news archive.

WEDNESDAY 17

“Danny’s House” (Viceland 8pm)
Rapper Danny Brown gets his own
talk show, inviting celebrities
(Hannibal Buress, Insane Clown
Posse, Gilbert Gottfried,
“Hacksaw” Jim Duggan) to come
hang out in his basement and
chat.

“Pearson” (USA 8pm) Gina Torres
stars in this spin-off of USA’s
“Suits” as a “powerhouse lawyer”
entering the dirty world of Chicago
politics. a

THURSDAY 11

“The Very VERY Best of the 70s” (AXS
TV 6pm) Guests Morgan Fairchild,
Catherine Bach and David Chokachi
weigh in on the best “Sexy Sirens” of
the ’70s. The ’70s were packed with
sexy—from Farrah Fawcett’s red
swimsuit to Burt Reynolds’ luxurious
mustache.

FRIDAY 12

“Blown Away” (Netflix streaming
anytime) OK, so what reality show
competition have we not had yet on
TV? After a whole lot of thinking,
Netflix has come up with …
glassblowing! 

“Taco Chronicles” (Netflix streaming
anytime) Netflix’s latest
travel/cooking show focuses entirely
on tacos. No burritos here.

“SpongeBob SquarePants:
SpongeBob’s Big Birthday Blowout”
(Nickelodeon 5pm) In this hour-long
SpongeBob special, the residents of
Bikini Bottom prepare a surprise party
for our squishy hero. Also, the voice
cast (Tom Kenny, Bill Fagerbakke,
Rodger Bumpass, Clancy Brown,
Carolyn Lawrence) all perform live-
action versions of their characters
when SpongeBob and Patrick visit the
“surface world.”

“Shangri-La” (Showtime 7pm) This
four-part documentary looks at the

Holiday Hell
Christmas in July on Hallmark

H
allmark Channel has a problem. And his
name is Kris Kringle. For a cable outlet
founded by a greeting card company, it’s no

real surprise to see their programmers addicted to
holiday-centric fare—even when there’s no
holiday in sight. But the network is almost
criminally obsessed with Christmas. Witness, for
example: Hallmark’s “2019 Christmas: A First
Look Preview Special.” This hour-long special
promises to give viewers an early sneak peek at all
the new original movies coming to this year’s
“Countdown to Christmas” event. The preview
special is airing this coming Saturday. It is, in case
you hadn’t looked at a calendar recently, July. 

Not unlike anti-vaxxers and measles,
Hallmark Channel has contributed mightily to
the pestilential spread of Christmas movies. Once
confined rather logically to the month of
December, Christmas movies now creep back
earlier every year, snowing over Thanksgiving
and threatening to cover Halloween in eggnog
and romance. This year, Hallmark’s “Countdown
to Christmas” programming event is scheduled to
start on October 25. That’s two full months
before Christmas!

It’s not difficult to see why Hallmark likes the
holiday so much. Few dates on the calendar
possess such pre-generated goodwill. Hallmark
and its audience are addicted to a formulaic, feel-
good brand of romantic comedy. Christmas suits
this formula to a T. We start with an overworked,
emotionally bottled-up female executive. (Bonus
points if her name is Eve or Joy or Noel or Holly
and it can be worked into the title.) Her big-city
corporation is, inevitably, trying to buy up some
mom-and-pop operation—ideally one connected
to the Christmas season (a tree farm or a toy
factory or a fruitcake bakery). Our protagonist is
prevailed upon to travel during Christmas (no
problem, since she has no family or romantic

entanglements) to some bucolic rural village and
oversee the hostile takeover. Invariably, the
mom-and-pop business has just been handed
down to some thirtysomething hunk with a
week’s worth of stubble who’s good with his hands
(he chops the trees or makes the toys or bakes the
cakes). What will our overworked executive do?
The romantic possibilities are endless. (Actually,
they’re not: The outcome is obvious from the get-
go.)

As if two months worth of Christmas movies
weren’t overkill enough, Hallmark has already
launched its “Christmas in July” event. This
amounts to another 31 days of Santa hats, candy
canes and kissing. And starting Friday, July 12 at
noon, Hallmark goes full-on 24/7 with the
Christmas crap. Prior to “2019 Christmas: A First
Look Preview Special,” you can watch A
December Bride, A Very Merry Mix-Up, Christmas
Joy, Switched for Christmas, It’s Christmas, Eve (her
name is Eve—get it?) or any one of a dozen other
fa-la-la-la-features.

As far as the special is concerned, it’s basically
Hallmark fave Lacey Chabert (A Royal Christmas,
A Christmas Melody and the immortal Pride,
Prejudice and Mistletoe) giving you a taste of the 40
(yes, 40!) other holly jolly rom-coms you’ll be
watching come the end of the year. Hallmark
stalwarts like Candace Cameron Bure, Scott
Wolf, Danica McKellar and Chad Michael
Murray will join her. As will a bunch of adoptable
puppies (no, I’m not kidding). Do you really need
this in your life? Are you the kind of person who
thinks Christmas should be celebrated year-
round? Do you have sexual feelings for Santa
Claus? If the answer is yes, tune in to Hallmark
for the rest of July. Or seek help. a

“2019 Christmas: A First Look Preview Special”
premieres Saturday, July 13 at 8pm on Hallmark

Channel.
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RETURNING
Breakin’ 2: Electric Boogaloo (1984)
This quickly assembled follow-up to the breakdance hit
Breakin’ (which also came out in 1984) bears what is
widely considered the best (or at least most memo-
rable) title for a sequel. The film itself is a definite prod-
uct of its time—but the dancing is awesome. Borrowing
its plot liberally from any one of a dozen Judy Gar-
land/Mickey Rooney musicals, the sequel finds colorful
LA street dancers Ozone (Adolfo Quinones) and Turbo
(Michael “Boogaloo Shrimp” Chambers) joining forces
once again with leotard-loving ballet dancer Kelly (Lu-
cinda Dickey) so they can put on a show, raise some
money and save the local community recreation center
from being bulldozed by an evil developer. Look quickly
and you might spot Ice-T in there. 94 minutes. PG.
(Opens Sunday 7/14 at Guild Cinema)

Easy Rider (1969)
On this weekend back in 1969, you could have watched
men land on the Moon on TV or gone to the movie the-
ater to catch this counterculture classic. Peter Fonda,
Jack Nicholson and Dennis Hopper star as bikers travel-
ing from Los Angeles to New Orleans on a quest to “dis-
cover America.” Spoiler alert: America in 1969 was
pretty screwed up. 95 minutes. R. (Opens Sunday 7/13
at Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

The Iron Giant (1999)
Brad Bird’s emotional adaptation of the much-loved
children’s story is a cult favorite in its own right. Jennifer
Aniston, Harry Connick Jr. and Vin Diesel provide the
voices for this wonderfully animated tale about a misun-
derstood robot from outer space who becomes best
friends with a young boy during the Cold War. 86 min-
utes. PG. (Opens Wednesday 7/17 at Flix Brewhouse)

Jurassic Park (1993)
This Steven Spielberg blockbuster about cloned di-
nosaurs running wild on an island theme park holds up
surprisingly well, delivering thrills, chills and straight-up
fun—even after a generation or so. Sam Neill, Laura Dern
and Jeff Goldblum star. 127 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Sunday 7/14 at Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

The LEGO Movie (2014)
In this blissfully fun stop-motion/CGI cartoon, from
2014, an ordinary LEGO minifigure (the ubiquitous yet
still not overused Chris Pratt) is mistaken for the “Mas-
terbuilder” and must save the universe from the evil
LEGO tyrant Lord Business. A surprisingly smart, irrever-

FILM | CAPSULES BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Super 30
This Indian biopic is based on the life of mathematician
Anand Kumar, who started the famed Super 30 pro-
gram for economically underprivileged aspirants at the
Indian Institute of Technology in Patna. Hrithik Roshan
(Krrish, Dhoom 2) stars. In Hindi with English subtitles.
162 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 7/12 at Century
14 Downtown)

Toni Morrison: The Pieces I Am
This artful documentary meditates on the life, the work
and the powerful themes writer Toni Morrison has con-
fronted throughout her literary career. Oprah Winfrey,
Russell Banks, Angela Davis, Walter Mosley and Fran
Lebowitz are among the famous faces singing her
praises and—more importantly—discussing what it is
that makes her work so important to modern American
society. 120 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 7/12 at
Guild Cinema)

Trespassers
A dysfunctional young couple shows up at a luxury
rental home in the California desert, hoping to work out
some of their long-simmering problems. But another
couple—who have their own hidden issues—tags along.
The four of them try to drown it all out with a little sex
and booze, but they’re the wrong people in the wrong
place. As the sun sets, a strange neighbor woman
(Fairuza Balk, The Craft) shows up at the front door. Her
arrival (and refusal to leave) complicates things for the
two squabbling couples. But things get infinitely worse
when two masked intruders break into the home, well-
armed and angry. Tempers flare, blood is spilled and
secrets come out of the woodwork as the night wears
on in this twisty, neon-soaked thriller. 88 minutes. R.
(Opens Friday 7/12 at Guild Cinema)

Wild Rose
A 23-year-old musician from Glasgow (real-deal talent
show winner Jessie Buckley) dreams of becoming a
country music star in Nashville. The story starts out as
pure, familiar wish fulfillment. But Buckley is a wonder
as the supremely talented, yet screw-up-prone singer.
She’s on probation, has two kids of her own and works
as a housekeeper. Still, that provides plenty of material
for a hard-living country singer—even one from Scot-
land. Maybe she does have a shot at the big time. What
looks like your typical feel-good musical takes a
smarter, grittier and far more surprising road, ending up
in deeper emotional territory than your usual musical
melodrama. 101 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 7/12 at
High Ridge)

NEW
Bethany Hamilton: Unstoppable
Bethany Hamilton, the young surfer who had her arm
bitten off by a tiger shark at age 13, already got a
mildly faith-based biopic (2011’s Soul Surfer starring
AnnaSophia Robb). Now she gets the full-on inspira-
tional documentary treatment, courtesy of director/cin-
ematographer Aaron Lieber (Lakey Peterson: Zero to
100). 98 minutes. PG. (Opens Thursday 7/11 at Cen-
tury Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Between Me and My Mind
Documentary filmmaker Steven Cantor follows Trey
Anastasio, frontman for jam band extraordinaire Phish,
as he writes songs and prepares for the band’s New
Year’s Eve Concert at New York’s Madison Square Gar-
den. 100 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Wednesday 7/17
at Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Sta-
dium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Crawl
French horror dude Alexandre Aja (Haute Tension, The
Hills Have Eyes, Piranha 3D) directs this nature-gone-
wild thriller about a young woman trapped with her in-
jured father in their flooded home during a Category 5
hurricane—which is bad enough. But then giant alliga-
tors show up, hungry for human flesh. 87 minutes. R.
(Opens Thursday 7/11 at Century 14 Downtown, Cen-
tury Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

The Fall of the American Empire
Reviewed this issue. 127 minutes. R. (Opens Friday
7/12 at High Ridge)

Oh! Baby
In this Indian bodyswap comedy, a 70-year-old grand-
mother tries to start a new life as a singer after she be-
comes her 24-year-old self in a magical photo studio.
Believe it or not, this one’s a remake of the 2014 South
Korean hit Miss Granny (which has already been re-
made in China, Japan, Vietnam, Indonesia and Thai-
land). In Telugu with English subtitles. 157 minutes.
Unrated. (Opens Thursday 7/11 at Century Rio)

Rafiki
In a country where “good Kenyan girls become good
Kenyan wives,” two young women defy convention (and
the law) to fall in love with one another. Bursting with
the colorful street style and music of Nairobi’s youth
culture, this joyous romantic drama actually had to win
a landmark court case to even see the light of day in its
home country. In English and Swahili with English subti-
tles. 83 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 7/12 at Guild
Cinema)

A Soldier’s Passage: Conversations from the
Last Mile of the Long Walk Home
New Mexico filmmaker Paul Ingles wrote, directed and
stars in this family drama about a decorated World War
II veteran nearing the end of his long life in a retirement
home who tries to pass his life’s wisdom and experi-
ence on to his middle-aged son. The story is inspired by
the final months of Ingles’ own father’s life. The cast
and crew will be on hand at the screening for a post-
film Q&A. 142 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Saturday
7/13 at Guild Cinema)

Sound! Euphonium: The Movie—Our Prom-
ise: A Brand New Day
Based on the Japanese “light novel” series by Ayano
Takeda, this feature-length anime focuses on the young
members of the Kitauji High School Music Club. Follow-
ing up on the 2015 to 2016 TV series adaptation, this
sequel centers on Kumiko, a second year student in the
concert band’s euphonium section who must deal with
the tensions of new band members, awkward under-
classmen, chair placement auditions and an upcoming
competition. Screens in English dubbed and English
subtitled versions. 110 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Thurs-
day 7/11 at Century Rio)

Stuber
Wrestlin’ thespian Dave Bautista (Guardians of the
Galaxy, Blade Runner 2049) stars in this throwback
buddy action comedy alongside comedian Kumail
Nanjiani. Bautista is a tough LA detective hot on the
trial of a sadistic terrorist who, on the spur of the mo-
ment, recruits a mild-mannered Uber driver named Stu
(Nanjiani) for transportation. Over the course of one
crazy night, the mismatched partners are forced to work
together to save the day. Like ya do. 93 minutes. R.
(Opens Thursday 7/11 at Century 14 Downtown, Cen-
tury Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

Crawl

ent and incredibly funny flick for toy-lovers of all ages.
100 minutes. PG. (Opens Wednesday 7/25 at Movies
8, Movies West)

The LEGO Movie 2: The Second Part
Chipper LEGO construction worker Emmet Brickowski
(Chris Pratt) has his optimism tested when his home-
town is turned into a post-apocalyptic wasteland and
his friends are all kidnapped by space aliens. Reviewed
in v28 i6. 106 minutes. PG. (Opens Tuesday 7/16 at
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Mamma Mia! (2008)
Meryl Streep plays Donna, a former pop star whose
daughter (Amanda Seyfried) wants to know who her real
daddy is. Naturally, the daughter invites three of mom’s
former bed buddies to her wedding to sort it all out.
Charming romantic shenanigans—involving Colin Firth
and Pierce Brosnan—ensue. Then everybody sings some
warbly renditions of ABBA songs. Reviewed in v17 i30.
108 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Tuesday 7/16 at Flix Brew-
house)

The Secret Life of Pets (2016)
In this manic, animated comedy, a New York City terrier
named Max (voiced by the now blacklisted Louis C.K.)
regularly invites his animal friends to hang out at his
place while their owners are away at work. Max’s happy
life is interrupted one day, though, when his owner
adopts a stray mutt. The slim story is borrowed from any
number of Warner Bros. cartoons in which evil dogcatch-
ers chase innocent animals around the city. But the
characters are funny and engaging. 90 minutes. PG.
(Opens Tuesday 7/16 at Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

Smallfoot (2018)
A community of mountain-dwelling Yeti are unconvinced
when one of their members (voiced by Channing Tatum)
spots a mythical “Smallfoot” (a human being) in this
computer-animated comedy from Warner Animation
Group (makers of The Lego Movie). 96 minutes. PG.
(Opens Tuesday 7/16 at Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

STILL PLAYING
Aladdin
Disney continues to crank out live-action remakes of
its classic animated features. Here, 1992’s fantasy
musical finds Will Smith replacing Robin Williams as
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The Last Black Man in San Francisco
Writer-actor Jimmie Fails and writer-director Joe Talbot
combine their talents to create this fresh-voiced debut
dramedy. Fails plays “Jimmie Fails,” an impoverished
black skater kid in the industrial wasteland of far south
San Francisco who, with the help of his wannabe artist
pal Mont (Jonathan Majors), starts squatting inside the
old Queen Anne-style rowhouse his family owned years
ago. Issues of gentrification and personal/racial identity
are all tangled up together in this wistful and engaging
love/hate letter to the city of San Francisco. The dia-
logue is intentionally stilted and the deliberately offbeat
pacing borders on the abstract, so this curiously
Quixotic film won’t be everyone’s cup of tea. But like its
oddball and isolated main characters, it becomes an
island unto itself. Reviewed in v28 i25. 121 minutes. R.
(High Ridge)

Late Night
Mindy Kaling (“The Office,” “The Mindy Project”) writes
and stars in this comedy about a young female writer
who ends up on the (all male) writing staff of a long-
running late night talk show. When it looks like the host
(Emma Thompson) might lose the show to declining
ratings, the new writer encourages her to go out on a
limb and be her most honest self on camera. 102 min-
utes. R. (High Ridge)

Made in Abyss: Journey’s Dawn
Made in Abyss is a popular manga/anime series about
a young girl named Riko, who befriends a humanoid
robot and descends into a bottomless, monster-and-
treasure-filled crater in search of her long-lost mother.
This feature film version re-imagines the first eight
episodes of the anime series as a single, otherworldly
adventure. Screening in English dubbed and English
subtitled versions. 135 minutes. Unrated. (Icon Cine-
mas Albuquerque)

Men In Black: International
Tessa Thompson teams up with her Thor: Ragnarok
costar Chris Hemsworth as a conspiracy theorist who
worms her way into the new London branch of the MIB.
There, she is recruited and teamed up with a partner to
fend off a series of alien attacks taking place around
the globe. Liam Neeson and Emma Thompson costar,
and Kumail Nanjiani shows up to voice a tiny alien.
These movies are so popular. Why aren’t they better?
114 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Rio Ran-
cho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC
Albuquerque 12)

the wacky genie who makes life better/crazier for a
kindhearted street urchin (Mena Massoud) in love
with a princess (Naomi Scott). Weirdly enough, Guy
Ritchie (Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels;
Snatch; RocknRolla; Sherlock Holmes) directs. 128
minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Cot-
tonwood Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Annabelle Comes Home
After various Conjuring films, assorted Annabelle fea-
tures and a handful of what-have-you spin-offs (The
Nun, The Curse of La Llorona), The Conjuring Universe
comes back to the creepy doll that (real-life)
demon/ghost hunters Lorraine and Ed Warren found
and bound. For this chapter (thoroughly unconnected
to reality, I can assure you), the Warrens (Vera
Farmiga, Patrick Wilson) have locked the titular toy in
their supernatural museum for safekeeping. But when
the couple’s young daughter and her friends let the
doll out, all hell breaks loose. Literally, of course. 106
minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Avengers: Endgame
It all comes down to this. After introducing dozens of
heroic characters over the past 10 years, and setting
up the tragic circumstances of Avengers: Infinity War,
the surviving Avengers (Captain America, Black
Widow, Thor, Hawkeye, Iron Man, The Hulk) team up
with the newly returned Captain Marvel (Brie Larson)
to make one last stand against death-loving alien
threat Thanos (Josh Brolin). Basically everyone who’s
ever been in a Marvel movie is part of this space-and-
time-spanning epic. 181 minutes. PG-13. (Rio Ran-
cho Premiere Cinema, Century 14 Downtown, Century
Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX
& RPX)

Child’s Play
Before Annabelle came along, America’s favorite
haunted doll was a tiny rubber serial killer named
Chucky. For this series reboot, Chucky is now a digital,
internet-connected robot who goes nutzo and tries to
kill a mom (Aubrey Plaza) and her young son (Gabriel
Bateman). Mark Hamill takes over as the voice of our
high-tech new Chucky doll. 90 minutes. R. (Century
Rio)

Echo in the Canyon
Director Andrew Slater (a former record company ex-
ecutive) and producer Jakob Dylan (son to Bob
Dylan) pay tribute to the explosion of popular music
that came out of LA’s Laurel Canyon in the mid-’60s
when folk rock went electric. Bands like The Byrds, The
Beach Boys, Buffalo Springfield and the Mamas and
the Papas are profiled in this breezy look at the his-
toric “California Sound.” Brian Wilson, Michelle Philips,
Stephen Stills, David Crosby, Roger McGuinn, Ringo
Starr, Eric Clapton, Jackson Brown, Tom Petty, Beck,
Fiona Apple, Regina Spektor and Norah Jones are
among the musicians, past and present, interviewed.
Reviewed in v28 i26. 82 minutes. Unrated. (High
Ridge)

Godzilla: King of Monsters
This follow-up to 2014’s American Godzilla flick finds
the Earth on the edge of apocalypse thanks to a wave
of giant monsters (Mothra, Rodan, King Ghidorah) at-
tacking cities around the world. Can the high-tech,
cryptozoological agency Monarch fight off the invasion
by recruiting the “King of Monsters” himself, Godzilla?
The human cast includes Millie Bobby Brown, Kyle
Chandler, Vera Farmiga, Ken Watanabe, Bradley Whit-
ford, Ziyi Zhang and Sally Hawkins—not all of whom
are gonna make it outta this thing alive. There are
tons of plot holes, lots of shaky character motivation
and the script asks us to swallow roughly 1,000 im-
possible things at once—and yet the whole thing is so
explosively action-packed with giant monster action,
you’d be hard-pressed to notice. 131 minutes. PG-13.
(Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12)

John Wick Chapter 3: Parabellum
The first John Wick film was a down-and-dirty, hard-
boiled-to-the-bone revenge drama that added signifi-
cant adrenaline to star Keanu Reeves’ comeback
career. The second film abandoned all of that for
some completely batcrap crazy action. And it was
equally awesome. The third film in the trilogy, which
finds our unstoppable hitman John Wick on the run
with a $14 million dollar bounty on his head, follows
the trend of over-the-top-and-back-again action. Halle
Berry, Anjelica Huston, Ian McShane, Laurence Fish-
burne and Mark Dacascos are among the gunslinging
guest stars. 130 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Theater Contact Info:

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 243-9555

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058

FILM | CAPSULES BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Midsommar
Writer-director Ari Aster, who gave us last year’s wrench-
ingly off-kilter arthouse horror Hereditary, returns with
this stylish and unsettling supernatural mystery. A cou-
ple (Florence Pugh, Jack Reynor) travel to rural Sweden
for an elaborate pagan mid-summer festival. What be-
gins as an idyllic vacation becomes the sort of increas-
ingly freaky and violent mistake that will come as no
shock to any tourist who’s seen The Wicker Man, Chil-
dren of the Corn, The Shrine, The Ritual or any other ex-
ample of small-town folk horror. Next time, try
Disneyworld. 140 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16
IMAX & RPX, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Icon Cinemas Al-
buquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, High Ridge)

The Other Side of Heaven 2: Fire of Faith
The 2001 LDS film about John H. Groberg’s Mormon
missionary experiences in Tonga gets a belated sequel.
Star Christopher Gorham (“Ugly Betty”) returns. Anne
Hathaway had better things to do, though, so she gets
replaced by New Zealand actress Natalie Medlock. This
one has the now-married Groberg returning to Tongo
with his wife and five daughters in the 1960s to make
sure all the natives are still following the doctrine and
covenants of Joseph Smith and wearing uncomfortable
clothing. 110 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio)

Pavarotti
Academy Award-winning director Ron Howard (who gave
us the recent The Beatles: Eight Days a Week—The Tour-
ing Years documentary) puts audiences front row center
for this biographical look at legendary opera singer Lu-
ciano Pavarotti. History-making performances, intimate
interviews and never-before-seen footage are included.
115 minutes. Unrated. (High Ridge)

Rocketman
This movie about the life and times of British rock star
Elton John follows, more or less, the Bohemian Rhap-
sody battle plan—giving viewers a tune-filled flashback
biopic built around an iconic musical performance (in
this case, John’s career-defining 1975 concert at LA’s
Dodger Stadium). The film establishes its own style,
however, by turning John’s flamboyant stage costumes
and outsized persona into a flashy, fantastical journey
through rock history. Taron Egerton (Kingsman: The Se-
cret Service) does energetic work as the piano pounder
at the center of it all. 121 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium
16 IMAX & RPX, High Ridge)

The Secret Life of Pets 2
Patton Oswalt replaces persona non grata Louis CK as
the voice of city-bred dog Max in this animated family
flick. For this go-around, Max and his fellow apartment-
dwelling pet pals (voiced by Kevin Hart, Jenny Slate,
Tiffany Haddish, Dana Carvey, Hannibal Buress and Har-
rison Ford) are adjusting to daytime life—interrupted now
by a new, stay-at-home baby. PG. (Century 14 Down-
town, Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Ran-
cho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Spider-Man: Far From Home
Peter Parker (the pitch perfect Tom Holland) jets off to
Europe for a class trip where he’s quickly recruited by
Nick Fury (Samuel L. Jackson) to help fight off an inva-
sion of extradimensional elementals. Making things
more complicated is the arrival of new “hero” in town
Mysterio (Jake Gyllenhaal). Reviewed in v28 i27. 129
minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Al-
buquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Winrock Sta-
dium 16 IMAX & RPX, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Toy Story 4
Woody, Buzz and the rest of the Toy story gang are back
in this latest outing for animation giant Pixar. Seems that
little Bonnie (who took over the toys after Andy grew up
and went off to college in Toy Story 3) has created a
beloved new plaything (named “Forky”) out of a plastic
spork, some pipe cleaners and a couple mismatched
googly eyes. But when Forky gets lost during a road trip,
Buzz and Woody vow to rescue the freakish little dude.
100 minutes. G. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Al-
buquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Yesterday
Danny Boyle (Trainspotting, The Beach, Slumdog Million-
aire) directs this modern-day fantasy about a struggling
British musician (Himesh Patel) who wakes up one day
to realize he’s somehow slipped into an alternate time-
line and is the only one in the world who remembers The
Beatles. Naturally, he starts “writing” their music and be-
comes a superstar. But is it enough to win him the heart
of the woman he loves? 116 minutes. PG-13. (Century
Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cot-
tonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX,
AMC Albuquerque 12, High Ridge)
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AURAL FIXATION
BY AUGUST MARCH

Time for Jazz
Festival begins this weekend

July means jazz in New Mexico. The New Mexico
Jazz Festival, now in its 14th season, begins this
Thursday, July 11 at 7:30pm with a spectacular
concert by The Doug Lawrence New Organ
Quartet at Outpost Performance Space (210
Yale Blvd. SE).

Saxophonist Lawrence’s brand of jazz music is
heavily influenced by the 25 years he spent as a
session musician in Nueva York, supporting artists
like Frank Sinatra, Stevie Wonder and Aretha
Franklin. Lawrence has made Burque his home
and will be playing with world-renowned organist
Dan Trudell, a fellow who takes the Hammond B3
very seriously. Filling out this quintessentially
groovy quartet is a rhythm section comprised of
bassist John Webber and drummer Yuriana
Sobrino Garcia. $25/$30.

And that’s just the beginning of a collection of
artists, concerts and other gatherings associated
with this now-traditional celebration of the
boldest sounds and brightest beings within a
genre that is constantly growing in popularity
among audiences seeking something new and
cool; sounds they can jam heartily to as summer
wafts by with warm winds and the occassional
sun shower here in Burque or up in Santa.

With precisely that summery effect in mind,
here’s a list of the week’s artists and shows that
we’d make a trip down to the crossroads just to
hear. 

The NM Jazz Latino Orchestra and special
guest Frankie Vasquez make an apperance at this
year’s event on Friday, July 12 at 7pm at the
Albuquerque Museum Amphitheater(2000
Mountain Rd. NW). This concert brings together
some of the most jazz-savvy members of New
Mexico’s music community
(trombonist/percussionist César Bauvallet, sax
man Doug Lawrence, pianist Mariano Morales
and vocalist Jackie Zamora, to name a few) in a
jam session headed by internationally known and
respected Puerto Rican jazzer Efrain “Frankie”
Vasquez. That sounds awesomely groovy, cats
and kittens. $20/$25.

On Saturday July 13, beginning at 5:30pm,
check out Albuquerque’s Civic Plaza (401
Second Street NW) for a free concert featuring
some really awesome music by Leyla McCalla, a
jazzer with a Haitian heritage, Creole inflections
and classical chops. McCalla’s latest album The
Capitalist Blues features King James and the
Special Men, a NoLa R&B band with deep cred.
Local R&B masters hONEyhoUSe (Hillary Smith,
Yvonne Perea and Lyric Morrison) and Tejana
boogie-woogie blues pianist Marcia Ball fill out
the bill.

Cha Wa, a curiously compelling, genre-defying
group whose recorded debut, Funk and Feathers,
says much about the style and sound of an outfit
that incorporates brass band aesthetics with
Mardi Gras Indian musical and dance traditions,
plays a free concert on Wednesday, July 17 in
Santa Fe at St. John’s College (1160 Camino Cruz
Blanca), beginning at 6pm. With a four- part horn
section driving drummer and founder Joe Gelini
and lead singer J’Wan Boudreaux toward sultry
sonic outbursts filled with color and masterful
ensemble playing, this may well be one of the
most talked about gigs at the fest.

Next week: The 6th Annual John Lewis
Celebration, the Aaron Diehl Quartet with Warren
Wolf, Edmar Castaneda and Chuy Martinez & Trio
Los Trinos.a

14th Annual New Mexico Jazz Festival
Jully 11 through 28

For more details/tickets, visit
outpostspace.org
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MUSIC | SHOW UP!

It’s Only a Northern Show
Summer keeps on rocking

moments of realization and compressed
conclusiveness. Sometimes the music mimics
the action of water, dripping and flowing slowly
from a lunar source; other times it’s about what’s
inside a world of melodic fragments picked out
on a sliding, echoing guitar. In fact Crosby’s
guitar playing is mesmerizing in and of itself.
The addition of vocals and percussion makes
her intimate visions read as vast landscapes,
empty yet full of tangled promises and
squeaking wheels. It’s absolutely awesome to see
Glitter Vomit yakking itself all over the
Western states and even more awesome that
Sister continues to support Burque’s musical
avant garde with shows that speak to a real
revolution going on in pop music, 21st century
style. Tom Foe, Big Hen and Lady XY provide
sonic support. 8pm • $5 • 21+.

Thursday Part II
What Up Friday is a rap-tastic thing happening
at Launchpad (618 Central Ave. SW) on
Thursday, July 11, and man oh man, are we
psyched over here at Alibi HQ! This jamfest
makes note of some of the more styling and
profiling DJs, mixmasters and MCs in the
village known as Albuquerque. Included in the
brain-bustin’ foot-stompin’ bill is none other
than Skata Jay. Dude’s mixtape, Smoke Break,
has been in constant rotation over at the music
editor’s chante since it dropped more than six
years ago. You can’t lose with epic tuneage like
“How U Doin That” or “Free Your Mind,”
carnales. Besides that, concertgoers can look
forward to sets by Bobo & Linde, Eddie G,
Judah of Lions, Bayse + Lazarus, Kee and Mo
Money G. In case you wanna know, Lazarus has
a hardcore rap called “Indigoade” that may very
likely blow up your speakers and your mind;
Bayse’s “All On Me” matches that ferocity with
drop dead OG flow that moves. So, let me
know if you wanna go; this show’s gonna kill.
8pm • $5 to $10 • 21+.

Friday Part I
Tucson, an Arizona town that in many ways is
similar to the Burkes, is home to a band known
as La Cerca, out there in the saguaro-strewn low
desert. La Cerca creates a form of rocanrol that
is by turns mesmerizing and danceable as well as
fascinating to those listeners obsessed with the
sounds that an electric guitar tuned to
psychedelics naturally or electronically makes
when touched just so. They’ll make an
appearance at Sister (407 Central Ave. NW) on
Friday, July 12. Of course this is a band who digs
the work of Big Star and Pure Bathing Culture,
so make sure you wear a comfortable hat and
shine your shoes before you head to this heady
gig. Visionary bandleader Andrew Gardner puts
some twang in the ensemble’s transcendence to
astonishing effect. La Cerca’s latest record, Night
Bloom, includes super spaced-out, tumbling
through the atmosphere wonder anthems like “I
Am The Song” as well as rocketship travel-
influenced rockers such as “Spacedad.” It’s all
very beautiful, and you can gaze at those Docs
reflecting light back at you all night whilst
jamming to this band, I guarantee it. 8pm • $5
• 21+.

Friday Part II
Meanwhile over at The Showroom at Isleta
Resort & Casino (11000 Broadway Blvd. SE),
interested listeners can have an encounter with
one of the longest-lived, most influential
purveyors of música norteña ever, Los Rieleros
del Norte. This cray conjunto is coming to play
in Burque on Friday, July 12. Straight outta El
Paso en Tejas, this group from Chihuahua came
to dominate and enliven the genre by
incorporating accordion and saxophone into
their performance of traditional and
contemporary corridos and canciones. Since 1982,
these profoundly fluent and innovative musicos
have produced more than 60 recordings
including 1997’s El Maquinista, 2008’s Epoca

Eldorado and 2015’s Corridos Y Canciones De Mi
Tierra. Listen: Here’s a show that’s probably
outta your comfort zone—it may well change
the way you understand the music of the
Western Hemisphere forever. It’s not all dazzling
guitar solos, stretched-out ninth chords and
aggressively poignant punk rock, after all, is it
kidz? 8pm • $30 • 21+.

Saturday
Or you can laugh and cry and learn about
yourself and everyone around you when The
Appleseed Cast, a formerly California-based
emo band (they work outta Lawrence, Kan.
these days) with expansive experimental and
post-rock tendencies, plays a gig at Launchpad
(618 Central Ave. SW) on Saturday, July 13.
Led by singer/guitarist Christopher Crisci, the
band has seen quite a few lineup changes since
their post-rock influenced work Low Level Owl
Volume One. Since that early aughts recording,
the band moved through a pop-sounding period
that included albums like Two Conversations
before returning to the more intricate pop
stylings of Peregrine and Sagarmatha. The band’s
latest single, “Time the Destroyer,” hums and
rattles with electronic nuance, providing a
glitchy path for an elliptical sort of melodicism
that climbs out in front of searching vocals
before erupting into a epic rocanrol battle for
redemption filled with instrumental crescendos
and a relentless back beat. Intense El Lay art
rockers Young Jesus (check out their latest, The
Whole Thing is Just There, for some rockingly
artful holiness) and Burque’s own progressive
post-hardcore quartet Hex Theory open this
deep and contagiously cavernous look at
everything and everyone. 8pm • $10 • 21+.

Tuesday
Finally, on Tuesday, July 16 at Sister (407
Central Ave. NW) get your psychedelic gas tank
filled by El Lay psych rockers Wand. This
hardworking, totally touring band (they’ve
dropped five bomb records in as many years
while touring all over the dang US) featuring
Cory Hanson, Robert Cody, Sofia Arreguin, Lee
Landey and Evan Burrows recorded their first
album on Ty Segall’s Drag City label before
going out on a very successful tour that later
begat the amazing album Golem which was
produced by one of Thee Oh Sees. You see
where this is going, kind concert-going
audience? Well in case you haven’t gotten it,
we’re all headed toward some highly tuneful,
deeply enigmatic, probably drug-induced garage
rock with psychedelic flavor added to enhance
your listening experience. Wand’s latest,
Laughing Matter, is filled with drop-dead
gorgeous tuneage like “High Planes Drifter,”
“Rio Grande” and “Jennifer’s Gone.” What a
perfect way to end one week of constant concert
interfacing; just make sure your brain hasn’t
dripped out all jelly-like afterwards. 8pm • $12
• 21+. a

BY AUGUST MARCH

“I
f you’re listening to this song/ You may
think the chords are going wrong/ But
they’re not/ We just wrote them like that/

If you’re listening late at night/ You may think
the band are not quite right/ But they are/ They
just play it like that/ And it doesn’t really matter
what chords I play/ What words I say/ Or time of
day it is/ As it’s only a Northern song/ It doesn’t
really matter what clothes I wear/ What words I
pair/ Or if my hair is brown/ ‘Cause it’s only a
Northern song/ If you think the harmony/ Is a
little dull and out of key/ You’re correct/ ‘Cause
there’s nobody there.”—Georgie One on what
rocanrol really means.

My birthday fell on the past weekend—I’m
well past 50 if you want to know—and I spent at
least some of the time, when I wasn’t wailing
about progressive politics in the Democratic
party or how we must remain hopeful despite
what some see as clear signs of the coming
apocalypse, thinking about the music that has
shaped by life.

Of course, as noted above, The Beatles were
very important. In particular, George Harrison’s
smoking, sometimes bitterly badass guitar solos,
detached attitude and affinity for Eastern
philosophy struck a chord that continues to be a
symbol for what I’d like rocanrol to look and
sound like even now as its presence wanes in my
life and is taken up by jazz and hip-hop. Besides
that, I point friends and readers to my encounter
with the Supertramp ditty “The Logical Song”
as an example of tuneage that saved my teenage
arse from a life of compliance and complicity
with the man.

Of course none of that compares to what
happened in the summer of 1991 when a new
and bejeweled British friend tossed all of my
Cure, Smiths and Bolshoi albums into the
rubbish bin before declaring, “You’ve got to fight
for your right to party, Rudy!”

And so forth and so on. Now as I complete
another trip around the sun, I’m listening to
The Replacements and Wu-Tang Clan as I
zestfully plot out this latest column. It’s designed
to transmit the joy summarized above in such a
fashion as to be hopefully and effervescently
transformed into a concrete desire to spend your
hard-earned feria on live music shows that you
too can write about as your hair grows long and
your memories more precious. Let’s go, rockers!

Thursday
Glitter Vomit begins their summer tour at
Sister (407 Central Ave. NW) on Thursday,
July 11. The project of Jazmyn Crosby, Glitter
Vomit makes unspeakably personal industrial
and technological sound sources into forms of
music with a plangent sparseness that drifts
through dreams and real life locations with
haunting vocals providing mysterious, ghostly
accompaniment. Crosby’s latest recording
Tangling is full of wandering ideas exposed as

Los Rieleros del Norte COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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BAKED GOODS | CANNABIS NEWS BY JOSHUA LEE

Suit Up
DEA gets sued and sued again

Legalization Working Group—made up of at
least 19 lawmakers, law enforcement officials
and medical marijuana professionals—with the
stated task of studying legalization attempts in
other states and forming policies around the
resulting data. The group is led by
Albuquerque City Councilor Pat Davis. 

Davis told the Albuquerque Journal that
he expects to see the framework of a

proposed legalization bill by
November. The idea is to have a bill

ready to go in time for the 2020
legislative session. The group is
planning to hold its first meeting
July 10 in Santa Fe. Lujan Grisham

said she wants New Mexico’s roll-
out of legalization laws to be
“the envy of the country.”

Well if that’s the case, they
better hurry up. Over 20

percent of the country
has legalized recreational
cannabis as of this

writing, and if we keep
putzing around, we’ll be one

of the last.
Here’s the problem with

that: Right now, cannabis is a
draw for tourists like nobody’s business.

Regulated marijuana sales in Colorado in 2018
were were nearly $1.55 billion. Over the same
period, the California marijuana market made
$2.5 billion. And get this: The California
market was actually in a slump, according to
the state. People were complaining. Just
imagine that.

The fact is there’s nowhere to go but down
at this point. The longer we wait to legalize,
the less we’ll make from tourists, because
they’ll have more options that are closer to
home. It’s really simple, and I’m starting to
feel like a crazy person shouting into the
darkness. Why do we continue to hem and
haw about this?

Strain Corner
I lurched into Urban Wellness (4601 Paradise
Blvd. NW Ste. H) this week, cranky from the
heat, and nabbed a gram of First 48 (THC:
20.2%, CBD: 0.01%—$12/gram). It smelled
like funky, mid-day BO but tasted flowery and
woody. The buds were fluffy and impressive.

I waded through the heat back to my
apartment and hid in the easternmost corner
while I packed a bowl. As the refrigerated air
kicked on, I lit the pipe and wiped my
forehead. Droplets had begun to form there.

This strain is characterized as an indica-
dominant hybrid, but I found its sativa side to
be most notable. While a slight sense of
relaxation was apparent, it was far from a
heady experience and didn’t lock me to the
couch. I felt wide awake, happy and stress-free.
This flower will make you talkative and silly,
so be wary of taking too much before entering
a social situation. It’s perfect for those suffering
from depression. a

W
ay back in the summer of 2016, the US

Drug Enforcement Agency announced

it was relaxing its hold on cannabis

research by allowing more institutions to have

access to the illegal drug. Until then, only the

University of Mississippi was allowed to grow

marijuana for research—and the weed they

grew was terrible by all accounts.
It seemed like a win for

advocates, but we haven’t seen it
bear any fruit—not a single
application has been approved to
date. Much of the blame has been
laid on former Attorney General
(and head of the DEA) Jeff
Sessions. It’s been said that he
went out of his way to keep the
applications from being
processed.

But Ol’ Split-Hoof Sesh
got the boot last year, and
current AG William Barr
promised back in January that
he wouldn’t “go after”
dispensaries in states where
cannabis has been legalized and
would investigate to see what was
holding up the research production
application process.

Well it’s been half a year since he made
that claim (and almost three years since the
DEA announcement), and one group of
researchers is apparently tired of waiting. The
Scottsdale Research Institute reportedly
applied for a cultivation license after the
initial announcement, but it says the agency
has ignored all its inquiries about its progress.
SRI filed a lawsuit in the US Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia Circuit alleging
the delay is “unlawful, unreasonable and
egregious.” The suit asks that the court issue a
writ of mandamus ordering the attorney
general, DEA or its acting administrator to
issue a “notice of application.” 

The DEA is already limping from another
marijuana-related legal battle. In late May,
the US Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit ordered the DEA to “act with
adequate dispatch” and “promptly” make a
decision in regards to rescheduling cannabis.
The case centered on a suit filed by a group of
medical cannabis patients and advocates
against the Department of Justice claiming
that the current scheduling status of
marijuana “poses serious health risks and
unfair economic disadvantages.”

The court’s conclusion promised to “take
whatever action may become appropriate” if
the DEA fails to respond in a timely matter.
We’ll just have to wait and see what that
means exactly.

Governor Creates
Legalization Group
Last week, Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham’s
office announced the creation of the Cannabis
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FREE WILL ASTROLOGY | HOROSCOPES BY ROB BREZSNY

ARIES (March 21-April 19): You’re in the Land of
Green Magic. That’s potentially very good news, but
you must also be cautious. Why? Because in the
Land of Green Magic, the seeds of extraneous follies
and the seeds of important necessities both grow
extra fast. Unless you are a careful weeder, useless
stuff will spring up and occupy too much space. So be
firm in rooting out the blooms that won’t do you any
good. Be aggressive in nurturing only the very best
and brightest.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Eight years ago,
researchers in Kerala, India went to the
Padmanabhaswamy Temple and climbed down into
centuries-old vaults deep beneath the main floor.
They found a disorganized mess of treasure in the
form of gold and precious gems. There were
hundreds of chairs made from gold, baskets full of
gold coins from the ancient Roman Empire, and a
four-foot-high solid statue of a god, among
multitudinous other valuables. I like bringing these
images to your attention, Taurus, because I have a
theory that if you keep them in your awareness,
you’ll be more alert than usual to undiscovered riches
in your own life and in your own psyche. I suspect
you are closer than ever before to unearthing those
riches.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Children need to learn
certain aptitudes at certain times. If they don’t, they
may not be able to master those aptitudes later in
life. For example, if infants don’t get the experience
of being protected and cared for by adults, it will be
hard for them to develop that capacity as toddlers.
This is a good metaphor for a developmental phase
that you Geminis are going through. In my
astrological opinion, 2019 and 2020 are critical
years for you to become more skilled at the arts of
togetherness and collaboration; to upgrade your
abilities so as to get the most out of your intimate
relationships. How are you doing with this work so
far?

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Vantablack is a material
made of carbon nanotubes. According to the
Guinness Book of World Records, it is the darkest
stuff on the planet. No black is blacker than
Vantablack. It reflects a mere 0.036 percent of the
light that shines upon it. Because of its unusual
quality, it’s ideal for use in the manufacture of certain
sensors, cameras and scientific instruments.
Unfortunately, an artist named Anish Kapoor owns
exclusive rights to use it in the art world. No other
artists are allowed to incorporate Vantablack into
their creations. I trust you will not follow Kapoor’s
selfish example in the coming weeks. In my
astrological opinion, it’s crucial that you share your
prime gifts, your special skills and your unique
blessings with the whole world. Do not hoard!

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Hi, my name is Rob Brezsny,
and I confess that I am addicted to breathing air
eating food, drinking water, indulging in sleep, and
getting high on organic, free-trade, slavery-free dark
chocolate. I also confess that I am powerless over
these addictions. Now I invite you to be inspired by
my silly example and undertake a playful but serious
effort to face up to your own fixations. The
astrological omens suggest it’s a perfect moment to
do so. What are you addicted to? What habits are you
entranced by? What conditioned responses are you
enslaved to? What traps have you agreed to be
snared by? The time is right to identify these
compulsions, then make an audacious break for
freedom.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): When cherries are
nearing the end of their ripening process, they are
especially vulnerable. If rain falls on them during
those last few weeks, they can rot or split, rendering
them unmarketable. So cherry-growers hire
helicopter pilots to hover over their trees right after
it rains, using the downdraft from the blades to dry
the valuable little fruits. It may seem like overkill, but
it’s the method that works best. I advise you to be on
the lookout for similar protective measures during
the climactic phase of your personal ripening
process. Your motto should be to take care of your
valuables by any means necessary.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Please don’t try to relax.
Don’t shy away from challenges. Don’t apologize for
your holy quest or tone down your ambition or stop
pushing to get better. Not now, anyway, Libra. Just
the opposite, in fact. I urge you to pump up the
volume on your desires. Be even bigger and bolder
and braver. Take maximum advantage of the
opportunities that are arising, and cash in on the
benevolent conspiracies that are swirling in your
vicinity. Now is one of those exceptional moments
when tough competition is actually healthy for you,
when the pressure to outdo your previous efforts can
be tonic and inspiring.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): I can’t decide whether
to compare your imminent future to a platypus,
kaleidoscope, patchwork quilt or Swiss army knife.
From what I can tell, your adventures could bring you
random jumbles or melodic mélanges—or a blend of
both. So I’m expecting provocative teases, pure
flukes, and multiple options. There’ll be crazy wisdom,
alluring messes, and unclassifiable opportunities. To
ensure that your life is more of an intriguing riddle
than a confusing maze, I suggest that you stay
closely attuned to what you’re really feeling and
thinking, and communicate that information with
tactful precision.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Every year,
thousands of people all over the world go to hospital
emergency rooms seeking relief from kidney stones.
Many of the treatments are invasive and painful. But
in recent years, a benign alternative has emerged. A
peer-reviewed article in a scientific journal presented
evidence that many patients spontaneously pass
their kidney stones simply by riding on roller
coasters. I doubt that you’ll have a literal problem like
kidney stones in the coming weeks, Sagittarius. But I
do suspect that any psychological difficulties you
encounter can be solved by embarking on thrilling
adventures akin to riding on roller coasters.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): In his book The
Histories, ancient Greek historian Herodotus told the
story of a six-year war between the armies of the
Medes and the Lydians in an area that today
corresponds to Turkey. The conflict ended suddenly
on a day when a solar eclipse occurred. Everyone on
the battlefield got spooked as the light unexpectedly
dimmed, and commanders sought an immediate cease
to the hostilities. In the spirit of cosmic portents
precipitating practical truces, I suggest you respond
to the upcoming lunar eclipse on July 16 and 17 with
overtures of peace and healing and amnesty. It’ll be a
good time to reach out to any worthwhile person or
group from whom you have been alienated.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): My astrological
colleague Guru Gwen believes that right now
Aquarians should get scolded and penalized unless
they agree to add more rigor and discipline to their
rhythms. On the other hand, my astrological
colleague Maestro Madelyn feels that Aquarians
need to have their backs massaged, their hands held
and their problems listened to with grace and
empathy. I suppose that both Gwen and Madelyn
want to accomplish the same thing, which is to get
you back on track. But personally, I’m more in favor of
Madelyn’s approach than Gwen’s.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): As a self-taught rebel
poet with few formal credentials, I may not have
much credibility when I urge you to get yourself
better licensed and certified and sanctioned. But
according to my analysis of the astrological omens,
the coming months will be a favorable time for you to
make plans to get the education or training you’re
lacking; to find out what it would mean to become
more professional, and then become more
professional; to begin pursuing the credentials that
will earn you more power to fulfill your dreams. a

HOMEWORK: WHAT SYMBOL BEST REPRESENTS YOUR

DEEPEST DESIRE? TESTIFY BY GOING TO

FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM AND CLICKING ON “EMAIL ROB.” 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes.
The audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-
4888 or (900) 950-7700.



Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Garage Sales

SHELTER CHURCH YARD
SALE 4020 Peggy Rd. Rio
Rancho Sat, July 13th 8am -
4pm Office & kitchen
supplies, furniture & many
other items!

Events

MAGIC SHOW! COME SEE
Ghosts of Painted Ladies Past
- Magic and Mystery Show.
July 12, 2019. 8pm Tickets at
www.holdmyticket.com

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 223

Employment

Real Estate

EMPLOYMENT

JOIN OUR WINNING TEAM!
Home-Based Text Msg Reps
Needed! FT/PT/Anytime-Will
train! Call now for
details:(248) 440-7406 

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby
Busters to the Baby Boomers.
Distributed throughout Abq, Rio
Rancho, Corrales, East
Mountain, Bernalillo, Placitas,
Santa Fe and Los Lunas. The

Apartments for Rent

NEWLY RENOVATED furnished
studios. Laundry Onsite. Cable
& Utilities INCLUDED. Call now:
505-226-6932

LOW RATES! Fully furnished
studios. FREE utilities. NO

Body & Soul

CREDIT CHECK. Call now &
move in today: 505-225-
1216

MOVE IN TODAY! Fully
Furnished Studio Apartments
– no credit check & no lease
req. Call Now: 505-225-2673

Office Space

MASSAGE THERAPY OFFICE
SPACE Share Great Office
w/professional LMT, RMTI. Nice
office to build practice.
$260/mo + deposit. View of

Alibi is available at restaurants,
grocery stores, college
campuses, select retailers and
various downtown locations.
Coverage includes politics,
humor, film, opinion, music, art
and the most comprehensive
entertainment guide in Nuevo
Mexico. ¡Arriba!

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221

Studies

NONSMOKER RESEARCH
STUDY The UNM College of
Pharmacy is recruiting non-
smokers 18-40 years old, for
a study on a new risk factor
for heart disease. Two visits
(0.5 and 1 hr) are needed.
You will be compensated for
your time. Call Meera Shah
505-272-0578. HRRC #18-
776

Counseling/Psychiatry

ENVISAGE COUNSELING For
mental health. Licensed male
therapist located off
Tramway/I-40 Takes multiple
insurances, incl Medicaid and
Medicare, private pay 585-
2504

Licensed Massage

w
TANTRA MASSAGE &
TEACHING Give yourself

the gift of an AMAZING Tantra
Massage. Feel loved, honored,
celebrated, and educated.
Experience powerful healing

and pleasure on all levels -
physically, mentally,
emotionally, and spiritually. I
am a Professional Massage
Therapist(Lic.#2788), Life
Coach, and Tantra Teacher. I
offer to men and women, as

well as couples. Larger group
workshops coming soon.
MANY BLESSINGS Namaste,
Julianne #505-920-3083

A GOOD GUINNESS ON A BAD DAY

I ordered an avocado taco, even though I am not a

vegetarian. You looked suave in an asthmatic way. A

smile as intoxicating as an entire bottle of Apple

Puckers. Your laughter gave my heart the old one-two.

could you be the Jim to my Pam? Only 3 am will tell. For

now, I sit under the hackberry tree and contemplate the

uncertain future. Can we find the future in a photo

booth? Can love save the world? Will you slow dance

with me again?

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: Sister on 7/7/2019.

GIRL GAVE ME A GRAPE SODA

You ask me if I smoked. I was at circle R working on a

vehicle. I wanted to, but couldn’t go with you. It was a

bad time, but hoping to reconnect with you because I

thought you were pretty cool. Maybe we could match?

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Carlisle and Comanche.

AND I SAW HER STANDING THERE!

You were standing at Candelaria near Moon around 5:00

today! I was riding my motorcycle and when I saw your

smile, my heart actually skipped a few beats. I mouthed

“Hello” to you and you smiled!

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Corner of Candelaria near Moon on 7/5/2019.

BURNING DOWN THE HOUSE
Hi ! This is the first time I’ve ever done this and it’d be

really cool if it worked! You were at sister bar on 80s

night and you danced with my friends and me to a whole

bunch of fun bangers from the 80s. ( I had overalls on)

You were seriously so much fun and cute! Let’s throw

some glitter and go dancing again! :)

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: Sister Bar on 6/15/2019.

ST PIUS X CRAFT SHOW
You had a number of Native American silver & turquoise
items, but truth be told I was much more interested in
you than your jewelry offerings. Think the feeling may
have been mutual but your boyfriend kept a hawk eye on
us while we talked. I was kind of bummed over Google
but-I was wrong! I told you Google would be wiping out
all blogs after April 1, 2019, but I had it all wrong. The
blogs & photos are staying up, it’s only the Google+
profiles & their photos that went away. Just do it! ;o)
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: St Pius X Craft Show on 4/6/2019.

mountains. Busy yoga studio
downstairs. Must be licensed
and insured. Open to sharing
space w/other professions in
health care. Contract required.
Call 575-313-3703 for more
information. 
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Across

1 To be, to Brutus

5 “___ Haw” (show with the
segment “Gloom, Despair and
Agony On Me”)

8 Wound remnant

12 Two-way

13 Root beer brand that “has
bite”

15 1991 NHL MVP Brett

16 2004-2007 Nickelodeon
show with Emma Roberts set
somewhere in the eastern
U.S.

18 Penne ___ vodka (pasta
dish)

19 Long-running soap where
the location of Salem wasn’t
revealed until 2013

21 ___ New York (upscale
department store chain)

22 Tallahassee-to-Tampa dir.

23 Sinus doc

24 Video game designer Sid
who created the “Civilization”
series

25 “En ___!” (fencer’s call)

27 Starter starter?

28 It helps connect older
computers to newer devices

33 Current CW show set in
“Rockland County”

35 Meals in a shell

38 National Coming ___ Day

41 Backgrounds for fireworks

42 Entertain

44 A in a Wagner opera?

45 Albuquerque coll.

48 Had high hopes

50 With 54-Across, 1994-
1998 Nickelodeon show set
in the town of Paradise Valley

53 Valley that’s the site of
the Reagan Presidential
Library

54 See 50-Across

56 “And others”

57 “Alas”

58 Mark of “The Full Monty”

59 Okay, but not great

60 Ballot markings

61 The Big Board, for short

Down

1 Collegiate URL tag

2 Desserts served in bars

3 African sightseeing trips

4 Boosler of stand-up

5 13.1-mile races, informally

6 Switch ending

7 Peter Shaffer play about a
stableboy

8 “If I Ever Fall in Love” R&B
group (1992)

9 Conduit under a road

10 “The House of the Spirits”
author Isabel

11 Demolition expert

13 Ocean floater with a bell

14 Armenia and Georgia,
once

17 Liar, relatively politely

20 Word before tender or

guardian

21 ___ Recordings (label co-
founded by Lil Jon)

26 Rainforest inhabitant

28 Sch. founded by Thomas
Jefferson

29 “La mer” salt

30 Protective auto accessory

31 Put together

32 “___ Boot” (1981 film
remade as a Hulu series)

33 Eggs in nigiri sushi

34 Magazine unit

35 Sleeping sickness
transmitters

36 Emperor who abdicated on
4/30/2019

37 Movie theaters

38 Title for the Virgin Mary

39 What some music stores
sell

40 Danson of “The Good
Place”

42 “___ on both your
houses!”

43 Comedian Eugene who
plays Gene on “Bob’s
Burgers”

46 Cpl. and Sgt., e.g.

47 “Fantastic” character in a
Roald Dahl book

48 Traveler’s reference

49 Norw. neighbor

51 Agricultural warehouse

52 Nonchalance

55 First openly transgender
NCAA Division I athlete ___
Allums

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

“Unstated”—shows not set in a specific state, for a long time.
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